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llBRARY

PREFACE
Any written work dealing V1ith an art, and specifically
with one so intangible as 1,,usic, necessarily nmst be an ex
pression of opinion.

Unless this is to confine itself to

the mere statement of historical fa.ct, or become a numerical
tabulation, the composition of a book on history, music
theory, or a musical novel, it must be colored by personal
interests and thought.

rh1s makes it, consequently, a

1

criticism of whatever field of music it involves.

Thus, all

written accounts of music could be analyzed from a critical
standpoint, and all authors writing on musical subjects
could be viewed as critics.
'I'his thesis is concerned pr1mar1iy with the American
field of criticism.

It will collect ond record the various

views 1n the professional field of criticism, suggesting the
purposes, aims, values, approaches, and results of criticism.
It will attempt to integrate the many diverse thoughts for
warded in available books and lll9.gazines about the field of
waaical art, giving a history of American critics, chiefly
newspaperman, and following the growth of the profession to
the present day.

There will be a detailed discussion of one

of the most important requirements for apt criticism -111

aesthetics -- showing bow the study of the "beautiful" ap
plies to illUsic, its understanding, appreciation, and evalua
t:i.on.
The thesis will conclude with a compilation of the
results of a questionnaire sent to the leading newspapers
of the United States reporting the 1945 reaction to the field
of cr1ticisi.ng music.
Miss Vere n�cNeal, thesis director, has the writer's
deepest respect and gratitude for an unending source of en
thusiasm, direction, and suggestion.

Without her guidance,

a subject so timely and fascinat1.ng to the writer could never
have developed to the proportions necessary for completion
of this paper.
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CHAPTER I
MUSICAL CRITICISM AS A PROFESSION

It has been said that criticism implies evaluation,

is based on appreciation, but is not identical with it,1

In all arts, the technique or techniques of criticism have

much in common end are basically .the same.

It would, evi

dently, involve a calculative mind, one which could observe
tlie art work intelligently and evaluate it by aesthetic,
technical, and comparative criteria,

The critic, then, must

have the ability, training, and vocabulary to record his
findings properly, which are supposedly fair, unbiased, and
intelligent.

In nJUs1c, as with the other arts, there is re

quired a specialized knowledge of the particular art judged,
However, the wider the cultural horizon of the critic, the
more interesting, authorite.tive, and valuable are his criti
cisms.

Criticism is an important field of musical aesthetics,

which leads to appreciation of aesthetic values and helps to
determine and s tab111ze them,

Glen Hayden, clarinetist•

teacher, author, and present head of the fuusic Department of
lo1en Hayden, Introduction to Musicology (New York:
Prentice-Rall, Inc., 1941), p. 151.1

2
the University of North Carolina, says,

"Criticism is not

merely evaluation, but justification through intelligent
description and compe.rison. 11 1 He then explains what a critic
must do and be, and what his functi.on is, with relation to
tllis definition:
To fulfill his function adequately, the critic
must be sensitive to artistic values in the medium wi th
v1hich he is dealing; he must have a broad experience,
fortified by technical training in the systematic and
historical aspects of the art he is criticising; he
must have an insight into the fundamental problems of
philosophy as he relates the art to manifold socio
cultural phenomena; and, finally, he nrust have a com
mand of language adequate to the ex.pression of his
ideas.2
During the Golden Years of criticism, Herbert Ant
cliffe wrote a book called Living � in which he discussed
at some length the art of musical criticism, and more or less
enlarged upon the above definition of criticism as an art and
profession.

Antcliffe was an English musicologist, critic,

and author, and was for some time the English correspondent
for certain American newspapers and musical periodicals.

He

says:
Now-a-days even the newspaper critic is usually
something more than a nrusicie.n who knows how to express
himself in fluent and forcible terms, or a journalist
wlth some knowledge of music. Frequently he is one
of the growing band of specialists who have made a
deep study of the subject they criticise as well as
of other arts, whose knowledge of general sub,1ects is
comprehensive and thorough and who delve deep into
psychology and philosophy. With such writers criticism
1~.
· 2~.
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is .such that it can be welcomed by. all earnest artists
and students, es an aid to the work of the artist and
to the fuller understanding of the work by the general
public, As a whole, newspaper criticism is nearer what
it should be than ever before; that is, it is essen
tially en all-round study of the art and of its rela
tion to mankind in generai. l
He continues with his idea concerning what. is of value in
criticism, saying most authoritatively what the critics of
his time and all times did and should do wtth their criticism,
The most substantial forms of criticism are not
necessarily or usually connected with the ordinary
daily jot1rnalism, nor are they often concerned with
individual musical per.formances, or even with individ
ual compositions, They are concerned more with the
causes of good, bad, or indifferent composition or
performance and with the methods by which they may be
strengthened, improved or corrected. By getting right
down to the root of the matter, their purpose is to
make permanent what is good and to destroy for·ever that
which is evil. Studies and essays on the works them·
selves and their manner of presentment, on the best
methods of arranging .choirs and orchestras and the
means .of obtaining desired effects and still more of
the meaning of life and its 1nterpretation by means
of music form the chief exercise of many critics. 2
An artist views the art of criticism from a little
different position, but basically the critical ideals are the
same,

Paderewski, the eminent pianist, gives a performer's

views on the critic and his affect on the artist,

He ob-

serves:
The job of critic is an arduous and nt the some
time a delicate one, and a great responsibility must
1nerbert Antcliffe, Living r.rosic (London:
liam:5, Ltd,.� 1912), p.23.
2
� •• p. 74.

J.

wn
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alway s be theirs. Every artist realizes this and their
enormous influence on the public. l
In the past, ultra-conservatism has been a trait of
professional critics.

These critics seem able neither to

forecast accurately the fate of great works, nor to recog
nize these great works infallibly.

Herbert Antcliffe, later

in his book Living �, compares these ultra-conservatives
to those other critics who, in an excess of zeal, often over
rate new compositions, and he finds that modern CPitics are
too prone to lend themselves to the practice of lauding new

ness in.the form of experimentation, merely because the
nmsic resulting is a bit different and novel.

He then formu

lates his conception.of lll\lsic criticism and its value,
1,iusic critic ism, lil<e other subjects of all
kinds which are only half or less than half under
stood, is usually either undervalued or overvalued.
Those who value it least are commonly those to whom
it should be of the greatest use and value; thet is,
the composers and executants. Those who regs.rd it
with the most esteem are not infrequently of that
cla.ss which admires but does not understand the
florid literary style in which the most barren
criticism is too often olothed.2
Along this same line of consideration of the conserva
tive critic, J. A, Fuller-Maitland, the English musicologist,
critic, author, and editor of the second edition of Grove's
Dictionary, feels the same.

He says that some critics are

1Ignace Jan Paderewski and bary Lawton, The Paderew
ski Memoirs (New York: Cbar:es Scribner's Sons, 1938), p. 201,
2An tcliffe, !?!?.• cit., p. 75.
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r•eluctant to embrace all new "fads" and cites others who,
in their anxiety to come before the public eye, foolishly
take up any unusual attitude that w:tll achie ve for them that
quick notoriety.

There is the need for critical attempt to

give idea.ls of composers, that is, the inside content of the
composition, particularly in the case of new music.

Jn

other words, Fuller-1nitland believes the new classics should
be studied as analytically as Grove did the older ones.1
In the specific field of professional music, as in
every career, there are naturally nJ.!!.ny angles of approach,
'l'he intellectualist who searches only for knowledge, whether
it be interesting or not to another or to the public, is op
posed to the more flashy, superficial person who gathers
knowledge only for its direct benefit to h1m through its ap
peal to the public, and generally to the uneduc�ted portion
of th!)t public,

'l'he former attitude implies the depth of

research of the scholar while the latter includes the more
shallow approach of the dilettante.

Then, there is the wise

worker who combines as much information and knowledge as he
can collect, with practical application of his learning.
result then is wisdom.

The

Following this line of thought,

Herbert Antcliffe classifies writers on music in en interest
ing manner, and places upon the critic a great responsibility.
1J. A. Fuller-Maitland, "Towards Ugliness: A Revision
of Old Opinions," i;,usical Quarterly, VI (1920), 323.
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Not long af:P it was pointed out that writers on
the 'subject of music divide naturally into three clas
ses; journalists, critics, and pedants, the last term
be:lng used in its correct and best sense. Journalists
are those who know something of the subject, but whose
chief aim is to meet a demand from the public for a
record of events, or a superficial and rapid observa
tion of the life of tm moment; pedants are those who
know nruch arxi who write in order to place their knowl
edge at the disposal of students, or to exchange views
with others who have as great a knowledge as themselves.
Critics are those whose wide knowledge of the art is
balanced by an e.lmost equally wide knowledge of life
and of the relations between the two, and whose writ
ings a.re helpful alil<e to the student and amateur. l
if111sical crit:1.cism @.s �- career has grown steadily
since its inauguration :1.n the nineteenth century, and w:l.th
that growth, naturally, have come high.er ste.ndards for critics
end greater discrimination by them and their rend:l.ng public.
During the present war this po.rt of newspar,er work has per
ceptibly been neglected, but in the decade preceding the war,
there we.s scarcely a paper, provincial or metropolitan, with
out its music column or page, prov:1.ding more or less compe
tent evaluations by writers prepared for this field of music
and .1ournalism.
After making a survey of music criticism as a career,
tJ·,e Institute of Research in Chicago has put out a bulletin
which presents a discussion of thia matter.

They admit its

value to the musical world, but fjnd the field limited.

In

most cases, except for the larger city newspapers, the job
is only a part-time one, requiring a person possessing a
lAntcliffe, EE_. cit., p. 76.
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comprehe_nsive knowledge of music, music theories and stand
ards of performance, combined with an excellent ability to
write discriminatingly, besides being equipped to judge in
an analytical manner and without bias or personal prejudice.
Salaries range from �:50 a week to $Jl5,000 a year, with large
newspapers having assistant critics, while the smaller ones
require the critic to review 1aus:!.c, drama, and moving pic
tures, with sometimes art and book reviews, or society re
porting, thrown in.

The article concludes with the pros and

cons of music crit:l.cism as a profession, saying that it pro
v:l.des unlimited opportunities to hear and review the best of
music, but that such concert-going often grows dull, and
that the good must come with the bad.

Furthermore, there

are but few American cities large enour,h to have papers of
such size that a full-time .tllll.Sic c1•itic may be maintained,
Besides, the fact must be faced that competition for such a
position is keen, where the opportunity does exist.1
The first consideration when one desires to become a
critic is purely a personal one.

There must be the correct

attitude and approach to the profession.

It is a difficult

problem to be a disinterested listener when one has a real
appreciation of art.

The development of openmindedness end

en impersonal attitude is a difficult task, but is of neces
sity a requisite to criticis!0 and n,ust constitute the approach

1r,lusic as a Cf!lreer (Chicago:
n. d.), p:-I'§:" - - ---

Institute of Research,
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to evaluation.

Edward Dickinson, organist and teacher, inau

r;urated ., new system of teaching history and philosophy at
Oberlin School of l\lus:l.c, end in his book � � Higher
E�ucation he outlines concisely what attitude he considers
necessary to criticise,
. The mind must first be cleared of erroneous
notions concerning the nature and function of art,
the eye and ear taught to select and combine in ac
cordance with the dictates whi.ch the artist himself
obeys, the r:tght conclusion assisted by all manner
of pertinent suggestions and indirect approaches,
every hil,drance due to wrong education or natural
pre.1udice cleared away, so that the artist's message
may find quick entrance into iutellect, and heart,
and fulfill its miss:l. on there.1
In 1915 when he wrote this book, Dickinson cried out heartily
against the lack of preparation in American schools of higher
education to teach music along critical and historical lines.
He felt strongly that a histor-:lcal bacl<ground was the large
basis for critical ,judgment, for w:lthout it one could not
!mow the purposes involveo. in the composing of a piece of
music, or the conditions :l.n which the works appeared.2 By
th:ls, Dickinson was advocating what is now called musicology.
1his f:leld of rrrusic study was inaugurated under that specific
title in the United States in 1917-1918, v1hen the first
course in musicology was listed in the college catalog of the
1Edward Dickinson, NJUsic � the H:lgher EducRtion
(New York: Charles Scr1lme'r'ssons, I9I51,p. 138.
2� •• pp. 143-144.
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University of California, with Charles Seeger as the in
structor.1 Since this time, musicological study has become
so valuable and desirable that there is scarcely any college
or university v1hich does not offer as extensive opportunity
in that field as 1.n any of the ·othel_' f.frmly entrenched lib
eral arts.

Dickinson's desire and ·prophecy for the need of

this v,as voiced when he wrote:
/l.s the heads of colleges and schools know
nothing, as a rule, of what the history and criticism
of music involve, so m1.isicians themselves in most
cases do not see the whole length and breadth of what
is contained :l.n musical expression or :1.n music as a
means of culture. • • • - • They have not been
tr·ained :!.n the methods of historical research and
critical interpretation. Their study has been chiefly
alonc,; the line of musical tecr.nfoalities and they are
not able to overpass the bounds of their specialties
end traverse with clear vision thooe parallel ra
glans of art, philosophy, and sc'.tence where are f'ound
so mony illuminating aide-lights thnt help to solve
the problem of music as 11 vehicle of En,pressfon.2
Dickinson firmly believed that one 1;,ust be thoroughly trained
and of scholarly nature to help a listening public to the
full meaning, understanding, and appreciation of music.

A

critic who brings scholarship to his aid and who studies the
work dispassionately, in all its ssp(::cts of form, structure,
application, and intent, is then able to teach f'ollowers to
see the music in its normal sense, so far as that is possible,
without the danger that the impression will be distorted by
1Hayden, .2.E.• cit., p. viH,

2Dickinson, .2.E.• cit., pp. 142-143.

temperament.
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1

As has already been shown, there are many different
schools of thought regardfog criticism,
arated these into three main types:
objective, and the scientific,*

Dickinson has sep

the subjective, the

Anatole France, French man

of letters, whose literary works dominated the world scene
for years, was spokesman for the subjective critic.

He de

scribes thnt attitude as "adventures of one's soul among the
master-pieces. "2 Jn this capacity, experience of the soul
:l.s of prime interest, not the work itself except in so far
as it is the agent by which the reaction is affected.
ever, the objective order proceeds more coolly.

How

Matthew

Arnold, English poet and literary critic, as a leader of
this school of thought, postulates the idea that the individ
ual should put himself in the bacl<ground and let humanity
decide.

Accordtng to this theory, a work of art is not

fickle in its popularity-.

There are fixed degrees of

merit and laws of' art, derived from experience, and these do
not fluctuate with indiviuual taste or caprice of fashion.
Comparing these first two types of criticism, subjective and
objective, one now finds the f_irst tntuitive, the second un
derstanding.

Moreover, the third :method, the sc:lentif'ic,

llbid., p. 156.
�1'l.'he three men, Anatole France, Matthew Arnold, and
llippolyte 'l'aine, quoted if'. the follow�ng paragraph, were used
by Diclrinson in his 1,usic and H:l@er Euucotion, and the quo
tations here used aretru<enfrom·Drckinaon.
2.!!?M,, p. 147.
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carries the objective still farther.

The acknowledged leader

of this school is Hippolyte Taine, the F'rench critic and his
torian who served truth and science with such distinction.
He says thst the true method in art history consists in recog
nizing that a work of art is not isolated and that one must
study the conditions out of which it proceeds and then ex.
plo.in it.

The art worl{ is a part of a wl1ole, the artist is

a small.part of the school or family of artists of the time
and country, end the whole art is a part of· the world sur
rounding it.

According to this school of thought, the critic

must put aside his temperament, inclinations, party, and in
terests and he must put himself in the place of the artists
judged, rrtust enter their instincts and habits, rethink their
thoughts, represent himself in their surroundings, and fol
low the circumsto.nces and impress:l.ons which he.ve guided
their lives.

'Ihus, the critic may comprehend the artist, and

may analyse and view his music scientifically.
then, of verification and perfectibility.1

He is capable,

James Bowman, American journalist and educator, de
scribes ln his book ConteIS,?orary American Crlticism, the
scientific approach, without attaching that title to the
style of judging.

He.projects the same thoughts on the tem

porary sub1nerging of one Is self in the 11ves and thoughts of
1 Ibid., pp. 147-160.
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performing artists.
The critic to interpret his artist, even to un
derstand his art1.st, must be able to get into the mind
of his artist, he must feel and comprehend the vast
pressure of the creative passion.l
Dickinson is not, however, satisfied with these three
types, subjective, objective, and scientific, as separate
methods of approach and suggests the following:
The final value of art to all of us is the per
sonal value -- the amount of life that it contains,
·heightening, enlarging, strengthening our own spiritual
• The three orders of criticism above
life.
described, each alone deficient, should merge into one.
"When I speak of c_riticism," said William Sharp, "I
have in mind the marriage of science that knows and
of the spirit that discerns.'' • • • • The process
that distinguishes in works of art all the factors
that reveal the movements of inner and outer life,
and increase the sympathetic as well as the affective
powers, is what we call interpretation, and in inter
pretation, fully understood, is found the proper of
fice and the higher satisfaction of criticism. 2
He concludes his thoughts on criticism with the statement that
a. critic after taking all factors of the problem into ac
count will realize that a wise jud�nent is pliable and adap
tive.

A critic will then become in addition, that superior

being, an interpreter.

He will, b;; richer knowledge of hu

mP.n nature, be trained to see more clearly what is of endur
ing value and olso to prophesy wisely.3
Yorks

1James Powme.n, Contempor� American Criticism (New
Henry Holt and Company, 1926), p. 70.
2Dickinson, .2£• �it., pp. 162-164.
1 3 Ibid., pp. 83-84.
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In 1916, Agnes Moore Fryberger expressed her belief
that the profession of criticism would not be overcrowded.
The following

are her reasons:

A professional critic is first of alls trained
listener, rather than a composer or performer, his
general scholarship is high, and through natural in
clinations be notices pictures, enjoys poetry, cares
for good literatu e and finds congenial study in
modern languages.

1

'l'hese qualifications constitute a stiff requirement for any
profession, but Fryberger does suggest certain headings of
evaluation under which a critic might write,

'l'hese items

about which most critics could express themselves in an or
ganized manner, are obviously the primary elements of nrusic,
rhythm, melody, harmony, and tempo.

According to Fryberger,

all other appreciative judgment is evasive and requires
knowledge and education beyond the normal level. 2
Most authors in art. fields @re involved eventually
in criticism and will propound theories about this profes
sion.

Dalcroze, the Sv,iss oompose_r and music educe.tor whose

system of "Gymneatiquc Rhytbmique" to help communice.t:l.on
between brain arx'l physical experience, and whose "eurhythmics"
have become world famous, was not interested in music as an
art 1n itself but only in so far as it affects rhythm of phys
ical e.ction and grace, has nevertheless caught valuable
(New

lAgnes Moore Fryberger, Listenin Lessons in i;Ju:1ic
York: Silver Burdett and Company, �916), p. l98-.-21E!!! ., p. 199.
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knowledge of criticism as it applies to music.

In his book,

Rhythm, Music, and Education, he says:

There is no inferior art of criticism, but
there are inferior methods of practicing that art.
Every man who w:l.shes to devote his life to the public
appraisement of artistic works and interpretations
should make it his business to be well informed and
to move with the times. Unfortunately too few
critics appreciate the importance of their vocation.1
Dalcroze continues to speak of the individual critic, and
senses a failing of critics to find beauty or worth in a

work of art, if such is present, from one of two reasons.

Either the critic does not want to find it, or hes a lack
of it within himself.

A rather literary and conc:!.se defini

tion of criticism follows:

"The art of criticism consists

in recogniz:!.ng beauty wheresoever and in whatever diverse
forms it moy conceal itself'. 112 Another essential for a
critic is personal contact with art.

Dnlcroze firmly as

serts that a cr:tt:!.c who has made no personal contrlbution

to art leaves all who read what he says, cold and unmoved.

Then, speaking of critics as a group, he continue it

Put there, again, what divergences of opinion
these musical critics exhibit! According as nature
has made them "rational," "eir,otional, 11 or "imaginative,"
and psychologists such P.s Dr. Charles Odier can clas
sify them as technicians and theorists on the one hand,
sentimentalists and eiootionalista on the other (or sub
classify the "1mag1natives" as "rational:!.sts," "impres
sionists," and 11 1ntu1tionists") -- ,the works and

1Emilc Jacques Dalcroze,
(New York: G. P. Putnruu 1 s Sons,
21£.!£., p. 215.

��nr•

Music, and Education
, p�.
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interpretations are perceived and analyzed by them in a
hundred and one different ways. Fortunately tl::B value
of a musical crlticism does not depend on the nature of
its conclusions, but on the simplicity and s:!.ncerity
of the ruusician who makes it.
Either a critic is himself creative and accordingly en
titled to express preferences and judgments founded on
his temperaraent, or his function is that of an ob
server and recorder, in which case he must confine
himself to studying, comparing, analysing, and direct
ing attention without draw:l.ng conclusions. 1
In 1927, Sir Percy Puck, English musician, lecturer,
editor, writer, scholar, and a man of marked influence on
music education,_ through his professorship at I.ondon Uni
versity, v1rote of musical criticism that first, it is not
finding foult, and second, it is not the statement of per
sonal preference.

It is rather an evaluation, concerned

first of all with the part of the whole referred to, and
second, with the appropriateness of the music.

He considers

the factors involved at the ti,�e of the musical performance
to be the audience, the instrument, the interpretation, and
the composition.

Consider:!.ng and balancing these various

factors, animate and inanimate, it appears that a critic
may express himself quite successfully, 2
Theodore Greene, of Princeton University, advocates
the philosophical and speculative approach.

He, himself, has

1Ibid., pp. 212-218.
2rercy c. Buck The Scope of Music (London:
University Press, 1927�,pp. 54-55:- ---

Oxford
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studied intensely all the humanities and has written prolific
ally on the philosophy of art.

In hie book Th.e �and�

Art of Criticism, he suggests, for critics of music, more
specific and modern goals and paths leading to them.

He

feels that the competent critic must have two dlstinguish
able but complementary capacities:
F'irst, the ability to share imaginatively in
many different types of exper:l.ences and to comprehend
diverse interpretations and evaluations of these ex
periences, and second the ability to evaluate !he
profundity or triviality of these experiences.
<.ireene finds that therti is an alu1ost insuperable difficulty
in re-expressing by verbal prose the artistic content of a
!JlUSlcal composition.

However, the critic 5hould be able to

do someth:1.ng to indicnte what a specific composition seems
to express to him and apparently to others.

Also, he may

point out some of the technical devices by means of which
cxpre ssior, is achieved. 2

Then, becoming a bit more specific about the actual
art of criticism, which he acknowledges to be a topic that is
elusive as far as seti.ing down definite rules of procedure
goes, Greene says that he conceives the three main a spec ts
of music to be historical, creative, end judicial, and should
therefore be viewed from one of these three angles.

Further,

he classifies n.usic as that with words and that without words.
1 Theodore Meyer Greene, The Arts and the Art of Oriti
� (Princeton: Princeton University Presa,-·!§4of; pp, 485-486.
2�., p. 338.
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To Greene, music with words is either that which is sung or,
in instr•umental n.usic, those progrrull music scores having
titles that sugisest that the content is descriptive or nar
rative and usually accompanied by elaborate explanatory pro
gram notes; the music which is without words is absolute.
Using these basic ideas, nmcb enlightened and enlarged and
in their varied ramifications, the n�sic critic should have
1
the groundwork for a career.
Paul La�g, distinguished American nrusicologist and
professor at Columbia University, expla:l.ns the reason and
need for criticism in his book l\'uaic in Western Civilization.
'l'he variety and wealth of musical life demanded
guidance, needed equally by composer, performer, ama
teur, connoisseur and listener. The nnswer vms musical
criticism. Musical criticism is determined by socio
logicnl fe.ctors, for it deals with musical life. The
performance of a composition transforms a mute score
into reality; tho critic deals with both aspects. l
He then recalls tbat F'reidrich Rellsto.b (1759-1213) of Berlin,
was the first real journalist-critic.

With him, the music

critic became a pov1er to reckon with, for he addressed him
self to the general public, not only to nrusic lovers but to
all the readers of the paper.

From his time on, music criti

cism became a middle-class democratic profession. 3

York:

1Ibid., pp.
2Foul Henry
W. W. l!orton
3 Ibid., pp.
_

After

369, 145.
Lang, Music in Western Civilize.tion (New
a.nd Coiiipany,1241), p. 725.
980-981.
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tracing criticism dovm through the ages ·to our American heri
tage, Lnng has this to say regarding the profession:
It is significant that by fer the largest num
ber of these critics did not come from the ranks; they
V1ere jurists, literary men, theologians; and w)'.tile
among the earlier practitioners there were men of high
intellectual attainments who were able to transmit to.
their musical writings a good deal of the skill ac
quired in other fields of endeavor, toward the end of
the century musical criticism, or rather ruusical
journalism, became -- with due allowance for excep
tional individuals -- the province of writers whose
musical and intellectu11l cultur•e barely covered the
day's r:ecesslties,1
Accordlng to Leng, at the opening of the twentieth century.,
music criticism addressed itself to t'JO groups, one the
professionals, the other the general public.

The first

group with its own writers had no use for the second, while
the second disliked the leai•ned critic·s of the first.

As it

now stands, bocuuao of procedures of modern journalism,
criticism is not much more than an account of the performance
with restricted aesthetic appraisal, except in a few large
papers.

However, music criticism divorced from journalism

should lead us to the work of art, shoulcl call on a positive

and serj_ous etbical and artistic conception. 2

Lang then

quotes Goethe, with whom he is in accord:
In this musical criticism the aim is not so
much judgment as knowledge, the bringing of the oritic
and his reader nearer to the enjoyment of art. And the
task of this criticism is to detect and convey what
the artist wanted to do end not what he should have
1 Ibid., p. 984.

2Toid., p. 985.
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done.
Critic:l.sm should not be a scissors which gets
snagged on a wart only to cut an artery, it should
rather be a plow that r:lows a fnrrow only to sow in
it seeds that will grow fruits. 1
Carl Seashore, the distinguished 0.nd contemporary
music psycholoe;ist at the University of Iowa, writing in 1941,
speaks forcefully also of the harm. of modern journalism.

His

opinion is of special interest because he has set up his
series of tests and methods of ascertaining degrees of musical
talent under the headings of sensltiv:l.ty, action, memory and
imagination, 1ntellect and feeling.

He ree;rets that the

music critic i. s quite unfortunately a newspaperman, and has
to conform to the pressure methods of effic:lency.

'rhis ef

ficiency is a lllfiltter of necessary brevity and terseness,
brought about by the daily output of papers.

Too small a

space is allotted to so all-inclusive a topic as music cri
ticism.

There is little time to form a judga,ent, for the

transi.toriness of lllusical art demands quick decision.

The

fact that the only fixed or static part of a performance is
the score merely h1nd1;:-s slow, calculative judgment, for the
performer, instrument, snd even the audience are subject to
change.

Furthermore, after a critic has made his quick de-

cj sion, he is reluctant to change his mind, right or wrong.
Wewspaper ability has often been the basis for an unfortunate
selection of a critic.

Another fault of critics 1.s their

lack of words am concepts, which perhaps 1s caused by the
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demand for wri tine; :l.n a sm,.qrt and emotional style,

Seashore

feels sorry for the critic because of tho fact that most per
formers have little critical knowledge of what they ere doing
o.nd are not :l.nterested in or capable of reading highly tech
nical and critical analyses of their performances.

In fact,

Seashore suggests that ,ve are living in a new musical era
in which the qualifications for the critic are as new as
they are f'or the artistic and scientif:l.c orientation of
teacher and performer.1
The 1243 version of a music critic is voiced by
Howard D. bk:Klnney and 1(1, R. Anderson, both of' whom are edu
cators, the former of Rutt::ers Univers:t ty and the htter of
the University of London.

In collaborat:l.on they say:

The music critic is more than a swiftly moving
teataster; he should be, at his best, the public's
v;.ide, philosopher, friend. Because he should have
some rP-al philosophy of musical history and be able
to warn the public afain'.':t ezpectlng too nruch from
the music it hears, and against tr:inking of the his
tory of art as one .continuous upward march from darkness to light. 2
Speaking of t�e profession of a music critic, these
authors say it is a. business first for the paper, second for
the critic himself.

Looking at criticism as an art, one views

the discussion through a particular medium of the critic,
of the art of someone else,

The emphasis may be laid on the

1ce-rl Seashore, Why Do We Love l.lusic? (Philadelphia:
Oliver Ditson, 1941), p."so.- - -- --2Howard D, McKinney and W, R. Anderson, The Challenge
of Listening (New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1943), .
p." 292.
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srt itself or its exponent.

Even so, .the critic is practic

ing his own art by writing a provocative or revealing story

about someone else Is art, and he can make himself a feature
writer by being a strong personality and clever writer.1
It is not necessary for a critic to be either con
structive or destructive.

Having access to a musical score

and being able to hear more perforlllances than the layman, he
should, naturally, ha.ve a better basis for forming a judg
ment,

Also, his knowledge of history should equip him to

corr,pare aims, trend", and accomplishments.

H:l.s wide oppor

tunities for listening which let •him acquire a thorough

familiarity with an extensive repertoire permit his com
parison of works of a single composer, as interpreted by
many different and distinguished perforlllers.

Theoretically,

at least, the critic is therefore �imply better prepared than
the average listener to judge.
If the critic is fitted to judge, but still should
not necessarily write constructive or destructive articles,
then what is his function?
The critic Is most useful function, when all is
said and done, is not to lay dovm laws or ma�e class
lists of good and bad composers and performers, but
to make his readers think and form bases of judgment
for theraselves, 2
Even so, most critics do judge occasionally, and
llbid,, p. 294,
2Toid.,
P• 297.
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sol!letimes they are wrong.

On this point,_ il"JOKinney and Ander

son say that such mistakes do not necessarily discredit the
art of nrusical criticism, for there are rna.ny more times when
critics have been right.

'l'he margin of error· seems to be in

estimating composers, not the artist performers.

Rarely are

critics wrong in their evaluation of performers.

But

sel

dom do skilled critics care to lay down a flat statement re
garding a new composer.

They are not able to do as Schurnann

did when he spontaneously cried of Chopin, "Hats off, gentle
men, a genius! nl nor a.s l'iJozart remarked of Beethoven who at
sixteen played for him in Vienna.

"Pay a.ttent:1.on to this

boy; he will me.lee a noise in the world some day. "2

In discussing a course for would-be critics, the
authors i\l,eK:1.nney and Anderson suggest a great deal of pr0.c
tice listening behind screens, where they wculd not know who
was performing, or what he locked lilce, or what "method" he
used.

'l'his micht reduce listening to its elemental stages

and place nrusic in its correct status, as simply music with
out external factors to bother and color it.3 They feel that
any accoraplished musician, possessing good sense and some
literary or journalistic skill, will make as good a critic
1�., p. 298.
2uarion Bauer and Ethel Peyser, r,luaic Through�
Ages (New York: G. P •. Putnam's Sons, l9�p. 206.
31x:Kinney and Anderson, .2E.• £!!_., p. 301.
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as anyone; probably he will do the job a great deal better
than the young men who come directly from college, or from a
reporter's job.

These often have a temerity that makes them

ready to tack.le anythipg from films, to music, books, or art
shows.1 Suggestions_ are off'ered to the general public or
average resder for getting the best f'rom musical.criticism:
Make yourself as well acquainted as your :lnter
est allows with the various forms of music and types of
performers; then sample the wr iting of several news
paper critics, comparing one with another, and es
pecially comparing their several judgments of' apecii'ic
performances that you have heerd with your own opinion.
Do not be too worried if· they seem to disagree at times,
remembering the human factors involved (the study of
which will soon give you a shrewd idea of each man's
idiosyncrasies), and especially remembering that there
is more room for divergence about compositions than about
performances. 2
John Erskine also ·attempts to bring criticism and
the art of it up to date.

It will be remembered that Erskine

r..as an unusually diversified background as author, novelist,
lecturer, ex-professor of hnglish at California University,
and as an executive in the capacity of having beaded the
Juilliard School from 1928 to 1937.

His strongly personal

opinion of' music criticism is f'ound in his book,� Is

�
The music critics .
• • would be the first to
say that lliusic criticism as now practiced among us is
an accident, if not a mistake. 'l'bat is my own point
of view.
ubsic critics are usually not
llbid., p. 300.
2Thid.
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critics at all in the true sense. Originally they were
umpires. Now they think of themselves as ,iudges hand
ing down a verdict from a final Court of Appeal. 1
Ile continues in a typically sarcastic, journalistic and
critical wo.y to ciiscount them, by sa:ying that the verdict of
tho critic is final� "en earthly parallel to the entry the
recording angel is making, 112 end this E;rskine says has no
point, contributing to the art no compensating good.

For,

when a judg;nent is passed, the artist asks what preparetion
and 1,uthority the critic has for judging,

Then, it v!Ould

follow that before a criticism Wt'!'e accepted, the qualifica
tions of the critic would h:we to be knmm and recognized,
and all of this is impractical, 1f not foolish and point
less.

Another fallacy with criticism today, is that only

tbose on the larger metropolitan newspapers are quoted and
considered as valid in their estimates.

Er·skine says there

are many fine critics on provincial newspapers · who
overlooked, with their small reading public,-

are

Finally, the

critic is often neither musician nor journalist,

He does

not seek news; it finds him, and he merely submits himself
to it; furthermore, the criticisms must occur after the con
cert is over.�;
1John Erskine, What Is Music? (Philadelphia:
Lippincott Company, 194n-;-p-;-1�
2Toid. , p. 198.

3Jbid., pp. 198-199.

J. B.
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It is a post mortem operation, an autopsy,
and at best it resembles dissection in this respect,
that it tries to deduce principles of life from a
ca.daver. l
'I'b.e abuse cited above is heaped ·on the music critics
because of the lack of standards and the consequent uneven
ness of preparation and the haziness of a:lm.

Erskine exoner

ates the music critic somewhat, and sets forth some of his
own beliefs as to the aims, goals, and purposes of a critique;
ne does not find the critic guilty of imposing his schedule
upon himself, namely, that of attending two or more concerts
a day during the winter season, for the periodical which he
serves imposes that duty upon him.

He also sees the neces

sHy but the impossibility of being busy beyond t1 herd-,,ork
ing schedule.

By t�is he agrees with Seashore in recognizing

the hasty t:lme element involved in daily criticism, feeling
it to be a detr1lllent to good work but a present-day neces
sity.

Too, most newsp�per critics write also for magazines

and have a long article for the Sunday paper in addition to
routine weekly coverage; they are furthermore always on call
fol' attending and reporting lectures,
not encourage scholarship. 2

This sort of life doe(!

True criticism is not a man-hunt, nor is it a
separating of the sheep :from the goats. It may be a
judgment, but it is not a f:l.nal ,1udgment. Criticism
properly understood and practiced is indeed a separating
of the good from the less good, but it is a progres
sive separating. It is a function of the creative
libid,, p. 200,
2�., p. 201.
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faculty. The performing artist recognizes it on the
rare occasions when it slips into a review; to his joy
he reads son13thing which he can put to profitable use
in his next performance. Criticism worth wr:l.ting or
reading should always illuminate the art,1
A few of Erskine's random closing thoughts on criti
cism are tha.t advance criticism is of more value than post
concert writeups, that the critic would be better off as a
teacher and partner then a judge, and, as the ideal criticism,
he advocates the constructive kind which condemns or blames

by ignoring tbe bad artwork. 2

It i.s too early to hand out marks, The art of
music, we hope and believe, has a long way still to go.
It e:xpresses the yearnings of the soul, to which cer
tainly we are prepared to set no limits. Composer,
performer, and audience are grateful to the rare per
son when he does appear wbo qan open our senses and
kindle our hearts by the contagion of his own intelli
gent love.3
Sophie Gihling, 11n Americe.n 1rnthor wr1tin1_; for
Musical <�uarterly, believes that scientific, 1.nspirational,
and creative criticism will ;,.id the conmoser, as well as ex
plaln difficulb techr,ic of artistic listening.

She believes,

also, that some stand11rd of ,1udgment should be set up as to
whether music is true (good) and beautiful ( p,ssuminr: that
beauty is an aim in art).4
1Ibid.

2D,id., p. 202.

31£1.g_ ., p. 203.
4sophie Gibling, "Problems of l,usical Critlcism,"
l'Jusical Quarterly, II (1916), 246.
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We should have a volume on the principles of
musical criticism which should 1. establish a founda
tion of rausical aesthetics on which to lease our
criticism, 2. proclaim a standard so universal in its
terms that all nmsic can be measured by it, 3. state
the function and the method of criticism itself, with
its relation to the rea_der and composer, 4. dis
tinguish among tho different typos of criticism,
• newspaper, 1•eview, the appreciation and
analysis end the scholarly volume of real criticism,
which differ not only in functi.on but 1n style and
method, and the music critic should be just as inttl
ligently conscious of this as the literary critic.
Constantin von Sternberg, Russian composer, pianist,
and director of the Sternberg l✓iusical School, feels that the
purpose of criticism is to inform the public_and to guide
taste and ,1udgment by analyzing and elucidating artworks pre
sented to the public.

He points out with cutting clarity

that critics too often allow the public or audience to color
their impresa:l.ons.

In opera, for instance, they are di

verted by the audience or the drama, scenery, costuming,
acting, or other :l.ncidentals, to the disadvantage of their
concentration on the mus1.c.

He continues in his elucidation

with the discovery that a majority of the ouditors have only
u sensuous enjoyment of music; they may like orchestral color,
dynamics, or be swayed by conductors, but seldom do they al
low the compositions to rest on their o;,m merit.
too often amused, not pleased.

They are

Amusement is pass:!.ve; pleasure

requires thought, and music should be pleasure.

,,ius ical

thought, not necessarily in story form, should be brought to
l�., pp. 247-278.
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the public eye, 1md through this the public w:l.11 be "moved
to joy or sadness," and have the

II

glorious feeling o:f achieve

ment, of having communed on terms of soul equality �,i th a
super:l.or iuind, o:f having been, fRr away from one's little

self, in a realm of pure feeling and subl1me thoue;ht. 111

Calvocoressi, a present-day authority on n::usic critl
cism, has made valuable contributions in this field.

He is

a man o:f catbolic education, born a Greek, educated in Paris
and criticised

there in 1917, then settled_· •in England,

where he devoted hi.mself to the art of criticism and served
as a translator, because or his linguistic talents.

To him,

consistency is essential for a.criti.c, and comperison and
analysis of judgments constitute the only way to avoid dog
matislll.

Criticism cannot help becoming ultimately opinion,

developed from disengaged fiacts.
alyze their

All critics should an

own work, which involves analysis of vocabulary,

in which case each word will become either fact or op:'inion.
According to Calvocoressi, the object of the critic is not to
enforce the solution he des:l.res, but to find or discover
which solutions are admissible and which ,1ustif1ed.

To do

this, he must first disengage facts, then find actual sig
nificance of :facts and finally discover what the composer
has intended.

After thes.e things have been apprehended, he

1constantin von Sternberg, 111,,usic and Its Auditors,"
fiiusical Quarterly, IX (1923), 343-344.

will tabulate his findings and heve his criticism,1
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Rollo Myer, American author and contributor to Mu
sical Quarterly, brings a new approach to the field of criti-

c:I sm.
A mm may fail as a creative artist owing to
his critical faculty being stronger than his creRtive •
• creation must be egotistical, impulsiv6, self
centred, but.not self-analytical, Criticism is cautious,
seeking for grounds and concerned with methods, style,
and all the details of the actual execution of the•
idea. 2
twer then formulates his ideas of the function of' criticism
which ae;ree quite generally with s:l.m:!.lar expressions of opin
ton by others.
The chief function of all art-critic:1.sm in gen
eral is no doubt to introduce clarity into a region of
man's intellectual activity. • • • • it should not··
seelr to lay down laws itself to govern art, 3
Myer holds that personal predilections are to be avoided by
the critic; discernment is the most useful quality; his pro
fessional equipment must include a knmvledge of his sub.1 ect
and sensib:llity to the art.

A work of art should be consid

ered as nearly�s possible from the creator's point of view,
and thus the artist will be judged according to whether he
has or has not accomplished, or at least approxinmted, what
1M. D. Calvocoressi, 11 '1'owards a L!ethod in Jtlusical
Criticism, 11 musical Quarterly, IX (1923), 79,

2Rollo H. ifiyer, "'l'he Po::is1b1lit1es of musical Cr1M.
c1sm, 11 1iuslcal Quarterly, XIV (1929), 387.
3Toid., p. 388.
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the creator intended.1

Oscar Thompson, contemporary American critic, edu
cetor, and author, works with many fields of music, including
those of music drama, book reviews, and editorial essays.

He

has also organized classes of criticism at CU.rtis Institute.
Ile finds that in contemporary criticism we have the deaden
ing fault of spotting similarities, condemning them, and
curh:tng creative spontaneity.

Further reflections of his

opinions are:
The successful critic has to steer a safe
course along a narrow channel bounded on one side by
the barren p.nd jae;ged rooks of pedantry and empty
technical jargon and on the other by the dangerous
quicksands of poetic interpretat:lon and sentimental
moonshine • • • • • The purpose of all criticism
is to assess the values of a given object, concrete
or abstract. • • • • All efforts of formulating
principles that would place art crit:l.cism on a firm
scientific basis ha.ve more er less fat led. • •
a work of ��tis not vade up entirely of objective
values, it consists of both facts and fancies and the
latter can no more be measured objectively than green
can be proved to be a. more beautiful color than red.
Beauty, like truth, is relative and possesses only
subjective values • . • • • In fact, music cannot
possibly be in itself emotional any more than whisky
can, but both music and whisky under certain ci.rcum
stances can act uoon the nerves 1n such u way that
emotion is generated. 2
A..'lother angle necessary to be considered as a factor
in good criticism is that of the association of history with
criticism.

Waldo Selden Pratt, music educator, erudite

libid., p. 396.
2oscar Thompson, "Some Reflections on Music Cri tioism,"
1,:usical Quarterly, XXIX (1943), 188-195.
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historian. and scholar, has served as d:l.rector of the Metro
politan Museum of Art, pr ofessor of rnusic and hymnology•
instructor of elocution, lecturer on history and science,
organist, editor for the International Society of r.lusicirms,
has edited church nrusic, and therefore possesses a most
diversified background.

He feels that criticism and history

ar•e not interchangeable terms, al though they supplement each
other.
'I'hey certainly are mental products arising from
distinct operations even whe n concerned about the same
ob,1ects of thought.
• But they cannot be dissociated wHh safety.
This is plainly true of formal
crit:icism which expresses itself authoritatively in
writing.
It is also true of tP� infinitely more abun
dant exercise of private judgment and taste, which is
The critical
apt to be unreflective and irresponsible.
attitude• however �dopted, should not be the slave of
history in that it should seek to impose upon today
the rules and standards of some bygone age.
But, on
the other hand, 1.n judging the present it should be
fully aware of the process by which what now exists
has been reached so as to appreciate it not simply as
it seems, but as it 1s historically .
•
•
•
• The
vast majority of musicians and amateurs are inces
santly viewing music from some critical standpoint.
It could be desired that more of them had gained
enough historical sense and perspective to know that
some "novelties II are not new, some II triumphs 11 not un
precedented. that specialties -- even the greater ones
-- are not the whole of musical art and that musician
ship is not only many-sided, but deep. 1
1Waldo Selden Pratt, The History of � (New York:
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1907), p. 653.

CHAPTER II
.AESTHETICS AND MUSIC CRITICISM
'l'hat the quest1.on of standards of aesthetic value or
critical judgment has always been one of huge proportion is
made evident by examining evaluations of the old and recog
nized mastei·s.

It seems always to have been a matter for

serious contemplation.

Although this inquiry is primarily

concerned with American critics, it is of first importance
that theories ond foundations on which our American heritage
of nrusical criticism lies should be reviewed and considered.
'.l'hese have come, naturally, :from the Old World to the new, and
some of the main schools of thought regarding aesthetics are
herein mentioned and briefly outlined.

Philo o:f Alexandria,

the Greek philosopher and student of rhetoric, was the most
important representative of Hellenistic Judaism of the long
ago.

He was a profound �hinker and expounder and writes:
He who prides h imself on his .1udgment in delib
eration, or flatters himself t:hat he is competent to
choose this and shun that, should be brought to a recol
lection of the truth by the following thou�hts.
If it
were always the case that the same objects produ.ced the
same impressions on the mind without any variation, it
would perhaps be necessary that the two instruments of
judgment which nature has established in us, sense a nd
mind, should be held in high esteem as veracious and
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incorruptible.
•
• But since we prove to be differently effected by them at different times, we can
say nothing with certainty about anything, because the
picture presented to us is not constant, but subject to
changes manifold and multifor m. In the first place
there are the innumerable differences in living
creatures. •
• • differences in birth, in structure and equipment; differences in food and mode of
life, differences in predilections an d aversions; dif
ferences in their sense-activities and sense-movements;
differences in the peculiarities which arise from the
innumerable ways in which body and soul a.re affected.1
In mu::iic and drama, presented to a listening and
watching audience, there will be wide differences of personal
opinion.

However, this is explainable in part by the moving

transitoriness of the art.
motion.

Music is essentially an 1trt of

'l.'he impression of an entire unit is gathered from a

continuous succession of sounds, one after another, requiring
a memory of them all on the part of the listener, which even
tually results in an over-all impression of the selection,
The score of lliusic, then, is not nrusic until recreated and
pFrformed; and the aural art of music thus is opposed to the
visual art of looking at a painting end being able to concen
trate for any amount of ti.rue on one aspect of the completed
whole.

This very point affects the criticism of nrusi c tre

mendously.

i,;usic is heard in concert; and there is no re

hearing, no going back,
evaluated immediately.

What is heard must be so judged and
There is also the e lement of repro 

duction necessary, �s with the dn:wl8.
p. 407.

1Philo, III (New York:

The mechanical

G. P. Futnam 1 s Sons, 1929),
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intermediary or the live performe r who recreates the musical
artwork for the one listening is an essential feature,

Fur

thermore, in orchestral or choral works, a group of individ
uals act as one, to give a composite performance interpreted
t;hrough the conductor.

The composer, the performer, and the

listener are the vital el ements of an art work for either
theatre or nrusic hall.

It would follow, then, that the

audience ls not receiving the creation directly from the
cx•eator; ratlwx it is obtaining the art vicariously, through
another's interpretation.

However fine this interpretation

may be, it colors the impression that the listener receives
of the original score, and it will either harm or enhance
the general public opinion of the art work.

Philo, continu

ing his discussion, nArrowed his field of observation to the
theatre and music and concluded that no two people probably
react similarly to a given performance.
There are diversities on all subjects which,
to pass from animals in general we find also in men
in particular. Not only do their .1udgments on the same
objects vary at different tines, but different persons
receive different impressions o f pleasure or its re
verse from the same thing. For what is disl iked by
some is enjoyed by others. • •
• For example, I
have often when I chanced to be in the theatre noticed
the effect produced by some single tune sung by the
actors on the stage or played by the musicians. Some
of the audience are so moved,that in their excitement they cannot help ra ising their voices in a chorus
of acclamation. Others are to unstirred that, as far
as this is concerned, you mieht suppose them on a level
of feeline; with the senseless benches on wh:l.c h they sit,
Others, aga in, are so r epelle d that they are off and
away from the performance, and indeed, as they go,
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block their ears with both hands for fear that some
echo of the music should rematn to haunt them and pro
duce a sense of discomfort to irritate and pain their
souls. 1
It seems there hes alweys been discord on the appre
ciation and aesthetic value of music.

Comparing these

thoughts on differences of opinion thus voiced by Philo al
rnos t at· the colllllJ0ncement of the Chrtsttan era with a twen
tieth-century contemporary, one sees that Lawrence Gilman,
music critic for the �ew York Herald-Tribune from 1925 to
1938 and popular program annotator for the New York Philhar

ruonic, found an,ong other arts (literature, sculpture, and
painting):
Men of acnsi tive perception and fine aesthetic
breeding exhibit normally a unanimity of judgment for
which we she.l� seek in vain among connoisseurs of the
art of music.
He then pointed out that Runciman and Newman disagreed on
their judgment of Parsifal; Shaw and Runciman could not agree
on Die Walkure; Krehbiel and Le.loy believed oppositely about
Pelleas and Melisande; Lalo and Hale e.rgued about fg_ Mer; and

Henderson and Huneker quarreled ahout Don Quixote.

Evidently

musical taste has not yet found a workable criterion of ap
pre.isement, and this is peculiar tc the greatest extent in
music, although found ln some measure in all arts. 3
1Ibid., pp. 410-411.
2Lawrence Gilman, "Taste in Music," Musical Quarterly,
III (1917), 3.
3Ibid., PP• 6-7,

,
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Perhaps the only way to set up a criterion for judg
ment of lllUsic in any of' its fields -- vocal, instrumental,
solo, ensemble -- in performance or in composition, ls to
find expression of opinion on aesthetics by various learned
men and thus try to formulate some definite ideas regarding
Vlhat ls .somewhat universally acceptable and benut:l.fu 1 in
music,

Bach critic 1rrust of necessity J:,2..ve a starting point

aside from the actual piece of music or performance. · He
well may ond lndeed does attack the problem aesthetically.
Han slick, the very influential Austrian critic, composer,
brjlliant professor and loglcirm of the middle and late nine
teenth century, vn•ote:
'!'hat music or any e.rt has es an aim, the arous
ing of feeling is not so. An art aims above all at
producing something beautiful which affects not our
feelings, but the organ of pure contemplation, our
imagination. Definite f'eelings and emotions are un
susceptible of being embodied in music. The term
"love" is as abstract as "virtue" or "immortality" and
it is quite superfluous to assure us that music is un
able to express abstract notions.I
Hanslick did not believe we should thinlt of music in any lan
guage or from any appreciatory angle, except that of music
He considered the actual beauty :l.n llll.lsic as
specifically and restrictedly musical.2 'Ibis is an argument
itself.

for and another way of saying that he was a believer in ab
solute as against program music.

Program music is that

lEduard Hanslick � Beautiful 1!l Music (New York:
H. W. Gray Company, 1891 j , p. 20.
2Jbid., p. 33.
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which must be explained in terms other than music.

There

nrust be a story, a picture, a. poem or a mood set, before the
irrusic is understood, and to this, the title furnishes the
clue.

It was this belief that led !fanslick to oppose so

violently, Wagner and the �-motif idea which the latter
used so spectacularly.

Hanslick gave his life-long loyalty

to Brahms and attacked Wagner at every opportunity.

It is

cv:l.dent, then, vfny he contended there could be no "love"
music.

Hanslick expla:l.ned his conception of perfect music,

v;l-1:1.ch :ls also precisely a definit:!.on of absolute nrusic.
The ingenious coordination of intrinsically
pleasing sounds, their consonance and contrast, their
flight and reapproach, their increasing and diminish
ing strength, that :!.1J is which in free and unimpeded
forms presents itself to our mental vision. The
primordial element of music is euphony and rhythm is
its soul. Musical sense wants. symmetry combined with
origina11ty. 1
Some popular conceptions of musicians are th'l t they
are people unorganized in their living habits, or that they
nllst be mathematicians, or that they are excessively tem
peramental and oblivious to the demands of their age and to
popular appeal.

These people live ape.rt, segreq,ted and ob

livious to the everyday world, staying in an "S.vory tower" as
it were.

Hansliok expounded upon these misconceptions by

speaking of the composer, his manner of composing, the worth
of it, his method of approach, and his inspiration.
1�., p. 66,
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It is the frame of mind bent on musical unity
which gives to the four parts of a sonata the character
of an organically related whole and not their connec
tion \"/ith an object which the composer may have 1n view.
The beautiful in music is totally independent of mathe
matics.
• • The musical thought hov,ever, origi
nates without the aid of mathematics. An :Inward melody,
so to speak, and not mere feeling prompts the true
musician to compose. Nothing great or beautiful has
been accomplished without warmth of feeling. The work
of the composer is slow and intermittent, whereas that
of the player is an uni.mpeded flight; the former com
poses for a time, the latter performs for the fruition
of the moment.I
Too often the audience is swayed by costume, scenery, per

sonality, or novelty, the mass reaction being favorable or

uni'evorable, thus coloring the critical analys1s of the music
itself.

Hanslick applied his principles practically to the

critic and listener.

He believed each has his place and re

sponsibility to himself, his associates, and the music, in

addition to the musician performing.

A critic does not substo.ntiate the merit or
subject of a symphony by describinG his subjective
feelings on hearing it, nor can he enlighten the student
by ruaking the feelings the starting po:lnt of his argu
ment. • • • . The theme or the themes ore the real
subject of a piece of music. Jn a.esthetics and critical
reviews far too little importance is attached to the
leading theme of a composition; it alone reveals ot
once the Diind which oonceived the worlt. . • • • A
truly rnus ical listener I s attention is so greatly ab
sorbed by the particular form and character of the
composition, by that v;hi.ch gives it the stamp of in
d1viduelity among a dozen pieces of similar complexion
that he pays but little heed to the question,whether
the e:xpression of the same or of different feelings is
aimed at. , • • • Yost important factor in mental
process converting listening to music into a source of
pleasUl-'e 1s intellectual satisfaction VThich the listener
derives from continually following and anticipating. the
libid., p. 106.
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composer's intentions. • •
• Only he wJ;o ca.rriea
away with him not simply the vague after-effect of his
feeling but a definite and lasting impression of the
particular composition has truly heard and relished
it.l
In the tVIentieth century some confusion among listen
ers and critics ha.s heen caused by the fact that the modem
composer _is less int01•ested in clf:ar. thematic presentation
and development than in unusual rhythm, and unexpected har
monic groundwol'k.

The ears of our presen1;-day audiences

have not yet become completely accustomed t;o the unexpected
in the nruaic of today.

Ferruccio Busoni, the very spectacu

lar concert pianist, teacher• and composer . who flourished
J.n the latter nineteenth century and early twentieth century,
was a profound thinker and philosopher, and felt that all
art was aristocratic and not likely to be universally popu
lar.

Iri his � Esthetic

.2f. �.

Busoni postulated a some

what different outlook on the value and purpose of music.
As will be seen from the expressions of his opi.nions, Busoni
conuected vitally, art and nature, whereas it appears Han
slick did not.
But all arts, resources ond forms ever aim
at the one end, namely tho indtstion of nature and
the interpretation of human feelings.2
In all art, a certain mode of life existing will force, or at
least sanction and foster, certain styles snd fashions in art
1�., pp. 120-171.
2 1''erruccio Busoni, A New Esthetic of i,iusi.2_ (New York:
G. Schirmer, Im:. , 1911), p:- �
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trends, with the result that most artists shape their work
accordingly.

Busoni recognized these trends and variabili

ties in :music and all art, but declared some qualities un
changing; these ehould be completely unaffected by era, pub1:i.c opinion, or popular trends.
The spirit of an art-work, the measure of emo
tion, of .humanity, that is in it -- these remain un
chimged in value through changing years; the form
which these three assumed, the manner of their ex
pression, and the flavor of the epoch which gave them
birth, are translent, e.nd age rapidly. l
Today, John 'l'e.sker Howard has other views on the same
topic.

He has been since 1933 a free ls.nee writer, lec

turer, and radio commentator.

Before that tiir.e he was edi

tor of� Musician, music editor-for· ribCa11 1 s .Milgaz:!.ne, and
for many years has been also a composer end author.

He

speaks in detail of the unending appeal of certain art works
which defy time, trend or fashion.

This merely continues

Eusonj_ 1s theory, and agrees completely with the tendencies
of modern music to accomplish the unexpected.
A composition is great not because it has stood
the ravages of time, but has stood the ravages of ti.me
because it is good.
Beauty does not determine quality
of composition because beauty is relative.
Canons of
form and structur·e are not criterion alonefbr great
They are outer germents worn by the :inner great
ness.
ness of the work.
Great works contain sincerity, con
structton and simplicity (implying spontaneity) com
The inevitable must not be
bined with 1neyitnbility.
confused with obvious.
If a t.home be inevitable and
yet so obvious that one knows beforehand what the next
note or next harmony is to be, it becomes commonplace

1�., P• 2.
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and we soon tire of it. It is this perverted inevi
tabi lity that makes dance-hall ditties popular to the
masses. l
Returning to Busoni, we find that perhaps his great
est tribute t o rrusic was expressed in the following refl ec
tion on its peculiarly �vanescent quality:
Young as it is, this child, we a l ready recog
nize that it_possesses one radiant attribute which sig
nalizes it beyond all its elder sisters. And the l aw
givers will not see this marvelous attribute, lest
their l aws should be thrown to the winds. This chi ld
-- it floats on air! It touches not the earth with
its fe€:t,, It !mows no law of gravitation. It is
wellnigh' incorporeal. Its materie.1 is transparent,
It is sonorous-·air, It is almost Nature herself,
It is -- f ree,2
In p l a.cing an appreciative value on rrmsic, we cannot
say it is emotion or mood,

To understand and realize its

full beauty, we lll\lst not only be c ognizant of its technicali
ties but also be receptjve to its stimulating power.

It can

sncl does stimulate our entire emotional range, and it f:i.lls
our hearts with nostalgia.

I3usoni end Hans l ick apparently

agreed on the inability of lllUSic to be an emotion, or mood,

Busoni exp l ained this:

To music, indeed, it is given to set in vibra
tion our hUlllan moods: Dread oppression of scu l , in
vigoration, lessitude, decision, hesitation, despondency,
encouragement, harshness, tenderness, excitement, tran
quillization, the feeling of surprise or expectancy,
FJnd st:Ul others; l ikewise the inner echo of external
occurrences which is bound up in these moods of the
1John Tasker Howard, "Inevitability as a Criterion
of Art," Uusical Quarterly, IX (1923), 304-311.
2nusoni, .91?.• cit., p. 4.
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soul. nut not the mov:i.ng cause itself of these spiritual
of1'ections; -- not the joy over an avoided danger, not
the danger itself, or the kind of danger which caused
the dread; an emotional state, yes, but not the psychic
species of this emotion, such as envy, or ,1ealousy; and
it is equally futj.le to attempt the expression, through
mus:l.c, of moral characteristics (vanity, cleverness)
or abstract ideas like truth and justice, ls it pos
sible to imagine how� poor, but contented men could
he represented by music? '.l.'be contentment, the soulstate can be interpreted by rrn.i:sic; but v1h0re does the
poverty appear•, or the important ethic problem stated
in the words "poor but contented"? Thia is due to the
fact the.t "poor" connotes a phase of-terrestrio.l and
social conditions not to be found in the eternal har
mony. And Jhusic is a part of the vibrating universe,l
Wllliam Arms Fisher, for many years editor and pub
lishing manager for the Oliver D:l.tson Company of' Boston, at
tempted to l11bel music for tbe aid of critics.

Ee has given

several idens on music 1n general which are rather self
evident, but facts wbich all critics must undoubtedly take
into consideration,

These ideas continue to discuss emo

tion in urusic e.nd o.dd a modern touch to the older phrasing
ofthe same viewpoint.
not only is music of all the arts the most di
rect expression of emotion, or better of emotionalized
thought, but its power in awakening emotion, in arousing
or quickening a mood, in casting a spell upon the mind
• • Music is an experience.
,
is unique.
ii.Usie is an independent expression of something in the
inner world registered for us by the mind of the com
• i,nsic is the art of the Fourth Di
poser. ,.,
mension. "'
Busoni was less subject to the hopeless rensoning ":i_n
circles" thot debated cliff'erencos in opinion, to ste, and
uusical appreciation.

In his New Esthetics he more or less

ln.!:! ,, p. 13.
2william Arms Fisher, "What Is i,'ius:l.c?" Musical
(:uarterly, XV (1029), ��60-370,
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arbitrarily set up principles to be follov1ed, and whether
one agrees or not is of no tmportance.

In one case he re

gretted disagreement and reached only a partial solution,
practical or ideal.
What the composer •s inspiration necessarily
loses throueti notation, his interpreter should restore
by his own. To the lawgivers, the signs themselves
are the most fo1portant matter. • • • • the new
art of' music is derived from the· old signs -- nnd
these now stand :for musical art itself. If tho law
n;ivcrs hacl their way, any given composition would al
ways be reproduced in precisely the same tempo, when
soever, by whomsoever, and under whatsoever condi
tions it might be performed, But, it is not possible; •
. • Great artists play their own works
differently at each repetition, remodel them on the
spur of tbe moment, accelerate and retard, in a way
which they c ould not indicate by signs -- and al
ways f:ccoI'ding to the given conditions of that
"eternal harmony." And then the lawgiver chafes, and
r·efers tho creator to his own handwriting. As mat
ters sto.11� today, the lawgiver has the best of the
ar&'U.mont.
lw.sic, after tho technical difficulties have been
wastered, must also embody taste and style.

These are found

in true feeling, not the surface excitement which flares up
and dies av1ay spontaneously.

True feeling which utilizes

taste and style is conservative, ruled by the mind, and the
sense of propcrtion, supplemented by the disposition or· tem
perament.
In music, feeling requires two consorts, taste
and style. Now, ln life one encounters real taste as
seldom as deep and true feeling; as for style, it is a
province of e.rt, Vihat remains, is 1.1 species of pseudolBusoni, �-

ill•,

pp. 16-17,
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emotion which must be chare.cterized as lachrymose hys
teria or turgid:l.ty. And, above all, people insist
upon having it plainly paraded before their eyes!
• • • • Hence, I distinguish feeling as Taste, as
Style, as Economy. Each a whole in itself, and each
one-third of the Whole. Within and over them rules a
subjective trh1ityi Temperament, Intelligence, and
the instinct of Equipoise.l
Sir John Blackwood. PacEwen, Scottish composer and
tencher, carried forth the torch of musical aesthetics, into
the first quarter of the twentieth centu1•y.

His director

ship and professorship of the Royal Academy of ;,;usic in Glas
gow well fitted. him for expression of theories.

McEwen pon

dered the problem of appreciation of music, and began his dis
cussion in his book Foundations of .Musical Aesthetics by in
s:isting that the feeling of the beautiful in umsic is :In
tuitive and inarticulate.
It is not even necessary that the musician
should be able to formulate clearly what are the con
ditions and fsctors in a worl< in v1.r tue of which it
appeals to him as beautiful or the reverse. To re
duce these aesthetic values to a clean-cut stntement
of relations intellectually apprehended, would, by
that very act, tend to induce reference to dead and
mechanical standards. The feeling of the beautiful
is something which is intuitive, end which neither
needs to be explained, nor can be explained, ln terms
of reason. In fact, it is something apprehended im. mediately, "perceived through the senses, 11 and can no
more be "explained" than those sensations which we
call heat, cold, sweet, sour, etc. 2
ifuEwen did admit, however, that the appreciatjon of a ll!llslcal
work implies the presence and influence of llmit1ng and
lJ�•• pp. 37-38.

2s1r John 13. McEwen, Tl1e F'ounde.tions of iiiusice.l /s.os
thctics (London: Ke.gen Paul,�ench, •rrubnerand Compen�
Ltd., n. d.), p. 3.

defining categories of musical thought in the mind of the
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hearer, ond he outlined the functions of these categories, giv-·
:1.ng a primary principle, supplementary principles, and special

pI'inciples which reguie.ts musical thought and the connection
of these tenets wit:h musical aesthetics.

The function or purpose of these categories
• is to unite the purely sensuous materials of
Music 1nl�o a whole, more or· less coherent and consistent.
�'his function in the earliest stages of the Art was
probably filled by what rnay be _called the principle of
Emotional Consistency. • • • • This primitive prin
ciple, however, has been supplemented by other prin
ciples which pertain more tothe intellectual side of
the mind • . • . • These supplementary principles are
of two kinds; of which the first is concerned with re
lationships between musical so,mds from the point of
v_iew of Pitch, the second is concerned with relation
ship from the point of view o'f Duration or Time. From
this broad and general classification are derived and
developed the special principles which regulate and colU'
dinate modern musical thought. The perticular kind of
1m.1sical perception whlch we call the "aesthetic" per
ception implies a reference oft.he Art-work'to these
regulating principles. 'lbese princ:!.ples, therefore,
are the Foundations of Musical Aesthetics. l
I.lcbwen did, of necessity, admit the modern shift1.ng tendencies
and trends in illUBic, and clearly indicated his belief that
one r..ust
.
constantly sense and appreciate new ideas, even if
they are contrary to the older, conventionally accepted foun
datj_ons of beauty in music.

Re seemed to go somewhat on the

assun.-pt:'i.on that the public is right eventually.
for ex=ple, h:s,s always caused disturbance.

Dissonance,

Tbe public has

had to become accustomed, first of all, to all :!.ntervals not
1Ibid., pp. 5-7.
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in the scope of' the Pythagorean consononces; later, to the
diminished seventh chord, discovered and introduced by Mon
teverdi in the sixteenth century, then to the clashing or
chestral discord in Wagner's works, to Debussey 1 s ninths,
e.nd finally to the complete fai lure to resolve the extremely
complicated chords used by Stravinsky o.nd others.

The e.udi

enco ht,s e.lwsys bern x-eluctant to accept these innovations
e.t first, then eventually individuals have oriented them
selves, and that which was "new" 11ece.me commonplace.

l'ib

bwcn s j_dcas about consonance and dissonance are revealed:
1

h,uch of the desire for what is called true in
tonation is based on the assumption that consonance in
the mathematical sense of the term is in itself a thing
of beauty; and thPt the more vigorous stimulus to the
scnsibil:J.ty whS.ch the so-ca l led roughness or discord
ance makes is in itself undesirab l e and unpleasant -
assumptions that the musician would probably hesitate
te endorse. The most p.erfect consonances are just those
which from a nrusico.l point of view are dull, vapid and
uninteresting; o.nd the suffrages of any modern audience
would cles.rly indicate which is now fe l t as the more
"beautiful" of the two -- the simple concordant harmony
oi' the ancients, or the highly coloured texture of
modern dissonant rrrusic. l
'rbcre must be an awareness of changing time, and consequently
revised appreciatjon in JJ!USic.

'I'he nev1er developments, pri

mary elements and dominant factors must be forwarded and
compared with post criteria of beauty.

McEwen continued his

cdssertation with ideas on the interpretation of modern music
ond its appreciation, giving what he considE:red to•be on
1Thid., p. 26.
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important feature of it, nnd therefore one that must be con
sidered when forming or viriti.ng a critical analysis.

This

one domine.nt feature is rhythm, its treatment and develop
ment through different eras.

The composers of today have a

tremendous interest in the power, vigor and physical impact
of rhythm and have evolved resultant polyrhythm and nrolti
rhythms.

'l'heae seem to be the foundation for much modern

American music, and e.ro extensively evident in the .mu.sic of
Latin-A1i1erican countries.
• the basis of deIn modern music
sign is the principle of Rhythmic Bale.nee. In this
the coordinating factor is supplied by the fact that
the 1misical intuit:i.on grasps in one act of thought a
progression embracing a number of sounds arranged so
as to convey the feeling of' symmetry and balance.
The distinction between tho rhythm of the modern
music and that of the contrapuntal idiom is, therefore,
tvrof'old; in the f:l.rst place, in rhythmica.lly balanced
music every sccent is associated with a symmetrically
balanced group or unit; secondly, the occurrence of
these accents is either regular or in accordance with
a scheme based on simple relative values. If t\Vo suc
cessive accents are separated by a certain interval of
time, sny change tu the dimension of the interval of
separation will be such that the new interval presents
relative to the old, the simplest possible proportion. 1
Henry Tlellamann, 1'-,.merican pien1st, lecturer and
teacher, who has interested h::.mself among other tbinr,� with
the furthering of the acceptance of 1'rench music in America,
considered the musical idea to be o� foremost importence.
'£his mig_l:lt be o. raelody, a rhythmic pattern, or an impression
lJbi�., pp. 83-26.
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(aural picture).

Understanding is necessary for apprecia

tion, and if the idea is so embedded in a complicated form,
th0 c1°itic should trace t.he thought for the listener through
the analys:l.s of the form and clarify the composition in prep
aration for intelligent and appreciative listening.
Tradition, background and technique are but
soil and sunshine.
Everything shouli fall away (be
weeded out) before too solitary growtJ-, of idea.
•
• \','henever music or poetry attains a high development of form we have the watchman's cry of "form
In most cases that means that the form is
lessness."
If
too elaborate for the criti.c to trace its logic.
the artist 1'..as e1-.per:l.ence of beauty and if he ex
presr;es his reaction to that experience v,ith accuracy
tmd economy all lesser considerations w.ny be trusted to
1;ake care of themselves. 1
'l'hore must be reasons for innovaM.on, historical
founu.ation, bacl:grounds and logical development through the
t:rowth of e. new cbild of music.

Uc:Lwen traced these develop

ments in r,ms:lc, giving sonie of the main reasons for modern
tl'C,nds.
The origin of the two groot conditioning prir..-
ciples or design in modern mu.sic -- definiteness or
Tonality, and rhythmic balance in statement -- dates
from the period v,hen the characteristic features of
f'ug1.1e were in the process or becoming systematized and
ree,'lllated. To the operations of these two principles
is due the difference between the highly developed
Fugue of the later composer and the invertebrate, imi
tative discursiveness of tne work of the earlier com
posers. 2
A phase of criticism seldom considered in connection
lnenry Ilellamann, "Notes on the New Aesthetic of
Poetry and Jlusic," Musical Quarterly, IX (1923), 261-270.
2lV:cEv1en, -2.E•

ill•,

p. 102.
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with the word, is personal criticism.

Mcv;wen pointed out

that the person,il angle plays s. very necessary part in ad
judging perfection and beauty.
The highest invention is.really a kind of di
vinely ordered criticism, and those lllUsical ideas
which often seerr, most spontaneous and most "natural"
have reached that "naturalness" by the unremitting ex
ercise of e. nice criticism which has chosen only the
suitable and rejected remorselessly the unsuitable ele
ments. l
With the many added dissonances previously frowned
upon 1)ut now accepted, r.rultirhythms, and greater laxity in
accepted forms, the urus:l.c of today becomes mor-e involved, and
requires more careful analysis, mirmte knowledge of aim and
methods, for appreciation.

McEwen saw this and said:

/',s the art develops the materials increase .in
complexity and heterogeneousness, and the conventional
forumlao which se•rvod as a basis for the artistic as
pirations of an earlier age become less and less ade
quate for t:1ose of later times.2
Harold Newton Lee, teacher of philosophy at Tulane
University, ls one of the most modern of tho aesthetes, <1nd
is a contemporary scholo.r, whoso fields of study !lnd concen

tration have included theory of value, aesthetics, politics,
modern logic, epistoiuology, perception and aesthetic value,

morals, morality and ethics, end Kant's theory of aesthetics.
Ee seeudngly returns to the most basic thoughts on apprecia
tion e.nd aesthet:tcs, and feels that aesthetic expi;rience is
11bid., p. ,115.
2
n.!Q., p. 122.
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feeling, not knowledge, but it is possible to have knowledge
about it.

If the study of aesthetics affects- !lppreoiation

adversely, that study should be abandoned, for it is more
desirable to apprec1.ate than to understnnd.

This he ex

plains:
It is not conducive to clear thinking to make
be:mty synonymous with positive aesthetic value. The
common conception of l;ea.uty is vague.l
In his discussion of aesthetic value, Lee does reach the con
clusion that a wort, of e.rt muat have perceptual aspects
wl".ich :,re pleasurable, if it is to possesn aesthetic value.
The actual aeathetlc experience is not the actual perceiv
ing or hear1.ng.
t:1.on.

The knowledge can prompt aesthetic apprecia

ilgaln, one encounters the conw,on fallacy of confusing

the cause and result.

This he applies to music.

A c;ood 11J.ustrnt1.on o.f the vca.y tlmt cognitive
elements C8Il affect the aesthetic experience and p.:ive
rise to derived aesthetic values may be found in mu
sical appreciation. 'l'his illustration is token be
co.uso lliusl.c ls probably tho purest. of all tho arts;
that is, the values to be apprehended.are to a large
extent direct values; thus it is especially instructive
to see hov; the derived values dependent upon cognition
affect this experience. l'iiusic is a highly complex
medium. In music, many sounds of different pitch and
quslity nre given at the same tlme, and the temporal
pnttcrn may be long. In a symphony, often there a.re
dozens of different tones r,f different pitch and tim
bre at the same time and the whole sometimes extends
over the greoter part of an hour. This is a high de
gree of complexity. • • • • If' the api::reciation
is truly aestbet1.c, the knowledge is never expllcit.
The hearer is listening to the music. He is not pri
marily think1.ng about technique and performance, but
lJ-Iarold newton Lee, Perce t1on nnd Aesthetic Value
(N"ew York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 938), p. 97.
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his knowledge of technique and performance makes it
possible f'or him to hear what he hears; it makes his
perceptual grasp more adequate. l
Music as a vital, living force, appeals to man by its com

bination of' harmony, contrast, and discord.

His marching

instincts, romantic tendencies, intellectual aspirations, and

religious fervor are stimulated.

Music ideal1.zea emotion

and as a result might be, and frequently is, called the most
abstract of the arts.

Lee's discus•sion of the purity of

nfilsic is interesting.
l\lusic is a relatively pure art, though it is
not wholly pure, as th3re may be representational
and sentimental elements in it; and there are intel
lectual aspects even in the most sensuous music, An
intellectual attitude is taken toward it when its
technique is considered. • • • • Mu.sic differs in
purity according to whether it is classic, romantic,
sentimental, or descriptive. 2

After soaring into rhapsodic aesthetic heights, one finds it neces"'.
sary to apply the newly gained and deduced knowledge to prac

tical ms.tters.

Some critics are exponents of the intellec

tual approach to appreciation of music.

In this theory,

the intellect and mind are involved to a greater extent than
actual aesthetic feeling, and Lee is one of the most bril

liant exponents of this idea.

Anyone passing critical judgments upon art mu.st
be able to estimate potential values in it, even though
he cannot realize or appreciate them. This is intel
lectual. All critical judgments of art are intellec
tual. The actual appreciation is aesthetic, but the
1� •• pp. 115-116.
2Ibid., p. 162.
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• The exhicritical estimate is evaluative. •
bition of appreciati.on and taste is not intellectual
l
but the critical estimation is�
Lee's creed, summarized, seems to tie up aesthetics and criti
cism irrevocably.

He reg,,,rds criticism of art as perhaps the

uiost important application or theoretic aesthetics.
criticism is not appreciation but evaluation.

Art

Since the art

critic illUSt be able to apprehend value and to point it out,
art criticism thus always becomes applied aesthetics, even
though the critic may not be aware of it, or may even deny
:lt.

'l'he first task of the critic should be to point out the

aesthetic values potential in any work of art, in order
words, to call attention to thet which 1s to be perceived.
'l'hus, his own powers of perception should be acute and trained,
his taste be cultivated to a high standard, a nd he must know
enough about the art which he is criticising to be able to
look for, and to find, tbe values potential in it.

In all

art there are many aspects the casual observer does not im
mediately apprehend.

After bis attention has been effectively

called to these aspects, the observer cannot· fail to see them,
and if tbe seeing or hearing is pleasurable, he is then ap
prehending aesthetic value.
blind see, the deaf hear.

Thus, the critic must make the
Contrarily, the observer might

see a beauty 1n a work of art which, when clarified by the

l�., pp. 158-159.
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critic, will reveal that the pleas'Ul'e really lies in tbe
r;on:-aesthetic aspects of the object.

Critic ism, being evalua

tive, involves compar•ison, and so there must be aesthetic
values other than those in the work under consideration.
Hence the work considered may be judged to be better or worse
when measured with others.

It is clear- then that the work

of the critic goes beyond the purely aesthetic aspect of the
work of art.

He nrust be aware of the non-aesthetic aspects

of the art work and be able to deal v;ith them.
against aesthetic vulgarity.

He nrust guard

Man;1· people consider a critic

as an lnfalliblo 0uthor:l.ty and te.Jre his _judgments , at face
value snd without question.

Of course, he is not an au

tl":!ority 1n an absolute sense, and he must be allowed a margjn of error.

All judgments are individunl and sub,1ect to

differences of opinion.1
Criticism may exert an \mportant influence in
• Much
the formation of a. standard of t0ste.
of the actual criticism that one comes scross today. may
be classified under one of two heads: it may be called
either "impressionistic" criticism or "academic" criti
cism.
•
•
•
• Irapress1on1stic critic:!.sm is a "mere
recording of certain sensations; that ls, the critic
contemplates the \'1ork of art and records his impres
sions of it. 11 Academic criticism criticizes accord
ing to rule. Hence it ls very apt to ·t,e either a
criticism of technique, or historical criticism, or
•
• All
both, and as such it ls inadequate.
critical judgments, in the last analysis, go back to
the individual work of o.rt, but criticism can be gen
eral to any desired degree.2
l_:l:lJid., pp. 191-195.
2Ib1d., pp. 195-198.
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Another approach to o.ppreciation of music is entitled
"scientific,"

This is n relatively new approa ch, for in the

n:1.neteenth century the opin:i.on was held that science aimed
only at truth and discovery of it, and did not create, while
art aimed at beauty and the portr�yal of life through beauty,
.ind was creative.

Be,,uty, however, is not especially a goal

in the twentieth century music, and Carl Seashore tries to
bring science and art closer together.

With his typically

scientific approach, Seashore sees aesthetics in a confusing
nm.nner.

His is an attempt at formalization, at reduci.ng

aesthetics to a practical insight, infallible and unchange
able.

His decisions on aesthetics of music are here noted

because they, too, are an attempt at reducing ideals to
reality,
Aesthetic problems reduce themselves to four
fundamental categories, tonal, dynamic, temporal and
qualitstive, all of which are recorded adequately by
the phonophotographic cameras, These four categories
take us through the composition, the perforDl!lnoe, and
the listening; in short, nmsic in all its levels and
avenues. • • • • scientific metJ-,o ds are now com
i ng to be employed for the discovery ond guidance of
musical talent and for the development of musical
skills and musical appreciation. The artist is con
fronted by his performance sc ore, and tle philosopher
and critic are confronted with the necessity of re
constructing their terminology in nmsical aesthetics.
Science only shares in the division of labor with the
educator, the performing artist, the critic, the c om
poser end the philosopher. Still, the scient ific ap
proach has one advantage -- namely, that it has faith
in the possibility of separating the true from the
false in theory and practice by experiment. It en,1oys
the sotisfaction of actually catching an element of
beauty on the wing and discovering why it was beauti
ful. But it also has one drawback of the millions
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of possible aspects of beauty, it 1J1Ust be satisfied to
deal with one little specific factor at a time and
limit its conclusion to that specific factor or its
logical derivatives.1
'l'he longer one reads in the field of actual aesthetic
value of ll1USic, the more one becomes convinced how impossible
1.t is to get up arbitrary standards of judgment.

Paul

Leubenstein, contemporary musician, comments ironically on
tr:e possibility of fitting mus1.c into specific categories.
It would appear that the significance of music
and its effect upon us is due partly to some as yet
undiscovered laws, princlples and qualities inherent
in tone, rhythm, :ln tbe use of various intervals in
melodic movement, in the choice of key and of har
mony; and also to our common and long continued asso
ciation of certain sets of ideas with certain motifs
• If meaning of
or combinations of notes.
rrru.sic is so lergely dependent upon our cwn determina
tion :ln the matter, it would appear that all that is
lacking is some means of reaching an agreement as to
what tones shall stand for wbat things.2
'l'here are two ways suggested by Laubenstein of reach
ing conclusions about the meaning of music.

First, the com

poser may publish or attach to the rrrusic a sort of musical
glossary in wbich he gives the exact meaninrs of each musical
term.

Or, one may set up an International Congress of

r,nsicographers.

Laubenstein describes and speculates on

these systems, but do es not recommend either of them.
lcerl E. Seashore, 11 In Search of Beauty in Nb.Isle,"
i,Usico.l Q.uarterly, XXVIII (1942), 303-308.
2Paul P. Laubenstein, "On the Nature of Musical Un
derstanding," ifIUSicel Quarterly, XIV (1923), 70-74.
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'l'hey would tabulate the results in dictionary
form; this would constitute an invariable musical vo'."
cabulary . • • • • a larger volume containing uis
puted meanings and doubtful points • • , , end under
such conditions nru.sicians could speak by the book. l
All men must philosophize somewhat, end must make general
statements s.s to the meru1ing and effect of music on all peo
ple.

Laubenstein gives a particularly interesting, if vague,

idea along this direction.
It is perhaps best that music should be a l l
things to aJ.l. people, that peop l e should help to make
the music; best that by its refusal to be tied down
to rigid mesnings, it should thus sugu;est the Infinite. 2
Perhaps the most sensible attitude regarding aesthetic
beauty in 1m.lsic is voiced by William Arms J?isher, who has
heen m0ntioned previously in this chapter.

It seems a fitting

conclusion nnd summ.siry of aesthetics in relation to nru.sic
criticism.
lt seems an extraordinary thing that so many
people are unable to listen to the music. Surely
the purely musical beauties of a f:lne worlc are suf
ficient in themse,lves and call for no explanations
in terms of other experience. To ask or demand the
meaning of a Beethoven Quartet 1s to ask the meaning
of a beautiful landscape, and the answer is
Beauty itself doth of itself persuade
'Yne eyes of men without an orator. 3
l!bid., p. 75.
2� •• p. 76.

0W1lliam Arms Fisher, "Some Reflections on i,h1sic
Criticism," Musical Quarterly, XXIX (1943), 1\'.)7.

CHAPTER III
SURVEY OF AMERICAN CRITICS AND HISTORY OF
THE GROWTH OF MUSICAL CRITICISill IN
'l'HE li"NITED STATES

H. E. Krehbiel believes Saul to be the first known
music critic and says, whimsically:
Saul, I take it, is the first critic of record
and a vigorous one, too, for he accentuated his un
favorable opinion of a harper's harping with a 'javelin
thrust.l

iVJUSical criticism, e.s a prof'.ession, is really a nine-.

teenth century affair,

The heritage of criticism in America

has been European, as it has been vitally influenced by the
education of many American musicians in Europe and by .the in
flux of :E.uropee.n performers, educators, and impresarios to
the American musical field,

With the ushering in. of the nine

teenth century, there began the history of criticism in
America which fs the topic to receive most attention i,n this
cbe,pter.

Waldo Seldon Pratt says of the criticism of that

age:
sive.
York:

CriticiSlll, however, was freer and more progres
It now begon to be less intensely personal and

lnenry Edward Krehbiel, How to Listen to � (New
Charles Scrihner 1 s Sons, F.rr0T, �
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subjective in character than earlier in the century and
in many quarters reached out after some sort of ob
jective aesthetic system. l
Robert Schumann seems to be the forerunner and

idol of European rnusicians and critics, after whom many others

modelled themselves.

Schumann, a man of brilliant intellect

as1.de from his creative ability, was genial, kind, and eager

to acknowledge merit and bestow praise.

His taste and knowl

edge were keenly developed by study and reflection, and he

knew the works of_ all periods and scllools.

Schumann estab

lished the "Neue ZeUschrift fur Musik" 1n Leipzig in 1834

nnd managed it in one capacity or another for ten years, so

he had at hand his own vehicle for getting before the public his ideas about nrusic.

In 1834, Schumann was .1ust twenty

four, so his opinions were those of the youth of that age,

and he was joined by Mendelssohn, Berlioz and othe:r; romanti
cists of France and Germany who talked about muslc in print,

but not as regular staff members of a musical Journal or as

newspe.per critics.

Schumann, then, had a keen sense of pE'r

spective and analysis that made his opinions about �'Usie

carry weight.

Frett says of Schumann:

As we now look back to them, we marvel that as a
rule they LJudgmenty were so just and right.
Fully as rema.rkable as his vlisdom in f·raming critical
judgments was his felicity in putting them into words.
He !mew how to speak his thought clearly, forcibly, with
elegance, often with brilliant wit, but also with un
failing graciouanosa, even when finding fault.2
1Pratt, �• cit., p. 653.

21bid., p. 510.
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sufficient
In America, the first concerts at tracting
in the early
attention to be criticised were e.nnounced
ered
In Boston, the first concert discov
eighteenth century.
�-�,
to have been announced was in the weekly�
only one in a series·.
December 16-23, 1731, but was probably
of Music
'l'here will be performed a Concert
m's great room,
on Sundry instruments at Mr. Pelha
r Noyes near the
being the House of the late Docto
Sun Tavern. l

, but no written critiSuch concerts were evidently announced
for the
It seema they were usually held
cism is recorded.
were given by permission
benefit of the poor of the town and
::advertised to begin at
of the Selectmen. The concerts were
a dollar
�lix, e.nd tickets were usually half
.112
lawful money
lings

or "two -- shil-

concert to be announced
In New York, the very first
"house
on January 21, 1736, in the
was a harpischord recito.l
113 Again, no criticism was given
of Robert Todd, the Vintner.
erts held in
These earliest American conc
of the concert.
s, then outdoor gardens,
New York City were in prive.te home
tres used for a great many
1
and by the 1850 s in small thea
Boston in tbe building of
public affairs. New York followed
in
erts and the first programs
actual l'.lillsi c halls for conc
1william Arms Fiaher, Notes on 1'lusic in Old Boston
,�5-:- --Oliver Ditson Company, 1918T
(Boston:
2�., PP• l�-17.

cal Landmarks :l.n New York,"
Sserchinger, 11 tlusi
), 72.
0
(192
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,
terly
Quar
Musical

3c.
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New York were private, with invitations issued to personal
friends.

In Philadelphia, however, by 1820, there were ac

tual accounts and opinions written on concerts, though they
were unsigned.

One of. interest was written three days pr ior

to a concert, given Apr 11 11, 1820, and printed in the De.ily
Advertiser.
The principal vocal participants, De Luce, Bren
nan, and Sidebothe.m, are of the highest rank in the
country; the choristers are in full practice and numer
ous. 'rhe orchestra is well 1'1.tted with the best talent
in the state; all the parts • •
• a.re calculated
to produce the sublimest effect • • • •
• How
heavenly it is to see one hundred and thirty ladies
and gentlemen chanting their songs of praise and
thanlwgivine; to that Omnipotent Be1.ng, who looks
down upon us with parental tenderness and affection
cannot but encite the most plea.sing sensations. I
c.onclude by wishing that their exertions may be
crmmed with success and jnduce then! to go on :l.n their
labour of love.1
An early beginning of criticial journalism was found for
June 28, J.820.
T11e neighbors in the vicinity of,-�..-..- and
streets take this method to tender their
thanks to the young gentleman, Dilletante Horn Blower,
for his strenuous obstrepero-hormonious and welltuned effort to contribute to their pleasure and repose.
As he is evidently a·young beginner, they beg leave,
with the utlllOst delicacy and deference, to suggest the
e.dvantage of his tak1.ng some private lessons before he
again "comes out. 11 2
Although there is not a doubt that early American
concerts were announced, end even sketchily reviewed, most
journalistic attempts along this line were of the same calibre,

phio:

lRobert A. Gersen, fu�sio jn Philadelphia (Philndel
Theodore Presser Compiiriy°; Tii40), p. H6.
2�., P• 98.
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a mere reporting and recounting of events.

None of the very

earliest of the critics ·was unusual in any way, nor did
they seem to contribute much to the actual progress of musical
culture.

These men were completely unskilled, just type

setters e.nd reporters, whose criticisms were written mainly
to amuse and were rather crude, stiff, stilted or sentimental,
��ey lacked entirely the sophistication and erudite back
ground evident in English criticism of the same era.
'.l'here were several periodicals published in Boston,
and devoted to llllsic in the first half of the nineteenth
centui·y. .

Some of these are here recorded; however, none un

til Dwight's Journal in-1852 were long-lived or especially
valuable,

There is significance in this profusion·of music

llll>gazines in Boston.

The very fact that there were ten

different ones which appeared in the fifty years between 1802
and 1852 is evidence of the persi stent growth in interest in
music in Boston.
1802 to 1811.

The Monthly Anthologie was published from

T he Musical I1;telligencer was started in 1820

with John Rowe Pa rker as founder and Thomas Badger as pub
lisher.

In the 18301s came the Uru.sical Library under the

direction of George James Webb ond Lowell Mason.

The �

Musical Gazette wa s published in 1838, having English lean
ings, and a staff including Ba rtholomew Brown, Lowell Mason,
G. J. Webb, Thomas Comer, John Rowe Parker and John Sullivan
Dwight.

In 1839 followed the Musical Magazine, edited by

'l'heodore Hack e.nd T. B. Hayward, with definite German
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tendencies.

Asa Fitz end E.B. Dearborn brought out the��

sical Reporter in 1841, and the same year saw the beginnings
of two other

magazines, the Musical Cabinet published by

G, F, Webb, and the Musical Visitor edited by H. W, Day.
The � Musical Gazette existed from 1845 to 1848 with
A. N. and J. Johnson, Jr. , as editors.

Its leanings were

toward furthering and reporting church music, a natural out
come of the Puritan heritage in New Eng:j.and.

Finally, in

1852 appeared the first real and successful magazine from any
critical standpoint, the previously. menM.oned Journal of
� of John Sullivan Dwight.
In 1811, Joseph T. lmckingham, local reporter who
"covered" the program, wrote frankly of a Boston concert:
The greater part of the chorusses were omitted
-- those retained were lamely executed. Mrs. Mills 1
voice is not unpleasant if she would contrive to get
it in unison with Mr. Hewitt's violin, instead of run
ning parallel to it at a distance of a semitone above.
Her singing is also rendered harsh and discordant to
musical ears by the swden toking tn of her breath:
which produces a noise that tended to remind one of
the heaving of a bellows. Mr's. Mills however is a
favo rite with her audience, and justly so; for in ad
dition to her genteel figure and pretty appearance on
the stage (qualities which in the present hard times
are valuable on account of their scarcity) she dis
covers much good taste in many things and a laudible
desire to please in everything she undertakes.
We cannot close this article without paying a
compliment to Mr. Hewitt on his judicious and pleasi.ng
arrangements in the orchestra; we heve heard but one
opinion on this subject and that is that his selection
of well-known and favor ite pieces for interludes, in
preference to the sinfonia and "sonata" and his taste
in modulation from "gay" to "grave" and from "grave" to
"g'ay" is highly desirable of approbation. l
lE. Earle Johnson, iilllsical Interludes in Boston,
�-� (New York: Columbia Un1'rersity hes"ii"; � p. 38.

Earle Johnson has found and recorded in his book
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Musical Interludes in�. accounts and even critical re
views of concerts in Boston back as far as 1804.

They are

reputedly of little worth or interest, only in so far as
they set a precedent for the generous apace accorded the arts
in the press of today.

b

Johnson in this ' ook quotes articles

from the Boston Gazette, Columbian Sentinel, � England !!!_
�. Euterpeiad, Daily Advertiser and othera.1 Again,
no critics of note were cited, probably because there were

none.

Louis Elson, in his American iusic, says that the
first attempt at anything like cr1 tic al reviews of mua1o and
musical performnnces was made by John Sullivan Dwlght in
h1a Journal 2£ �. established in 1852.

This little maga

zine was powerful in moulding public opinion, even though it
had a limited circulation.

"John Sullivan Dwight, the founder

of this periodical, may therefore be justly called the father
of American musical criticism. 112
Edward Waters, writing for ru'Usical Quarterly, says of
Dwight:
John Sullivan Dwight, early American mu�ic critic
and editor, was destined for half a century to play an
important role in the musical lit'e of this country. The
fruits of his labor have become so much a part of our
libid., pp. 49-55.

York:

2 1ouis c. Elson, The History of American fuUsio (New
rJaomillan Company, """1915), p. 312.
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native criticism that the man end his personal achieve
ment have been almost forgotten. He was nei.ther. a
great virtuoso nor an eminent composer; he formed no
large popular following. Working quietly and with
conviction he established a method of criticism,
where none had been before; and the brilliant group
of American Critics of today.and yesterday owes its
secure position to the New :E.'nglan:i m:iter who toiled
single-handed in a musical desert.1
]).�ig,ht evidently was a man of thought, conviction, and plan.
From his Journal one has this _record of his plan of critioism1
'l'hree things we shall have in vlew 1. the criti
cism of ll'lUSio as an art. 2. the interpretation of i t as
an expression of the life of the age; and 3. the develop
ment of its correspondence as a science with the other
sciences, and especially with the science of the coming
social order and th� transition through which we are
passing towards it. ,
Dwight lived from 1813 until 1893 and was a graduate of Har
vard, going first into the mini.stry.

During the period of

hi! ministry, he began writing ll'lUsical articles, and finally
established his magazine, which was published from 1852 to
1881.

'l'he Journal for the first fifteen years furnishes ac

tually a recording of the history of music in America during
that period.

Dwight 1s ta.ate was refined and conservative,

his work int rinsically valuable, and at times his essays were
considered of niore value than the work they chronicled,

He

praised the beauty of the works of Handel, Bach, i'i10zart, ard
Beethoven, and was bitterly opposed to Berlioz and Wagner.
1Edward N. Waters, "John Sullivan Dwight, First Ameri
can Critic of Music," Musical Quarterly, XXI (1935), 69,
21E!!!., pp. 82-83.
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later, after the demise of his Journal, he· became the musical
reviewer of the� Transcript, where he remained until
his death.I
C. G. Rosenberg toured America and Cuba with Jenny
Lind's party, on her first visit to America in 1850 and wrote
a book about the trip which recounted Jenny Lind's successes.
According to this book, there were very few newspaper ac
counts of such an important event as her singing, outside of
the New .E.'ngland States.

Those mentioned were of a reporting �

nature, and seem a bit quaint and very sentimental to the

present-day reader.

This tour began in 1850 and was covered

by such papers as the New York�.- the Foston Journal,
the Baltimore Patriot, and the New Orleans Crescent and
Picayune.

Rosenberg took account of the feet that regardless

of the dearth of criticism, many newspaper men attended the
concerts, including the aiitors, some of whom he considered
far more qualified to report musical affairs than their music
staff'.

He coneratulated

n.

P. Willis of the � Journal

(New York) for his graceful covering of the ignorance dis
played by Daniel Webster during Jenny Lind's concert and
quoted some of the flowery phrases used to describe her and
her singing.2
1Elson, 2£• .£it., pp. 312-314,
2c. G. Rosenberg, J nny Lind in America (New York:
- - ----jPP• 20-75.
, Str:l.nger 9.lld Townsend, 1851

---
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It is here unnecessary to touch upon the re
maining morsels of melody which aha sung. They were
criticized, or as it would be more in nccordanoe with
truth to say, eulogized, pretty lavishly by the
press, and I would refer such of m:, renders as may be
curious in these matters to the pages of the Patriot,
the �. the American or the c11 per any one of which
,1ournala con contribute an arITc e, averaging from a
column to a column nnd a helf, to his artistic infoma
tion. l

1

There is also an interesting account of the status of
criticism in America in 1855, written by Max tnretzek, opera
s:tnger of note, in his book Crotchets � Quavers.

He spoke

of r1i. R. De Trobriand, who was a French Baron, and who wrote
for the Courrier � Etats-�, and who was a warm friend

to opera and k:!ndly adviser to artists.

However, Trobriand

forgot his critical 1n.-partiality if a prima donna forgot to
smile at him. 2 This was very often the case in the early
dHys of criticisn1.

A critic of -little integri.ty a_llowed bias

11.nd pr•ejudice against performers caused by petty, trivial,

personal reasons to oolor his reactions and writings.

Baron

'l'l"obriand occasionally, at least, allowed himself to slip
into this bad habit, and !ilaretzek has openly charged him with

tl'e fault.

wit.

Even so, rtiobrisnd used the pen with ease and

Maretzek found that the New York Courier end Enqu irer

gave clever and dispassionate notices on music and drama at
rare intervals and on great occasions, but no critic's names
were mentioned.

He found one paper alone which gave

1Ibid.,
P• 85.

2 Max t�retzek, Crotchets and C-l:unvers (New York:
Fr·ench, 1855), p. 86.

S.
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theoretical criticism.

This was the New York Tri.bune, but

its reviews (evidently by Mr. Fry, from the dates) were
anatond.cal dissections of form rather than psychological
observations on the spirit of the l!IUaic, for the _critic
used many technical terms.1
By this simple meens, he has the satisfaction
of. rendering his writing unintelligible to the gen
eral reader, wh�le it is of no service to the prac
tical musician.
Other amusing things which Maretzelc found in New York in
less informed newspapers, were the following ste.tements:
• • • that "Lucrezia Borgia" is a sparkling comic
Opera written by Rossini, that the "Barber of Seville"
i,, the best thing Verdi has ever given to the musical
public, that the ladies of the Chorus in "Rigoletto"
(which c9.ntains no female chorus) were dreadfully out
of tune.•'
In the musical scene in the Middle West, George Upton (1834-1919) was one of the earliest critics of that re
gion, and was active for the Chicago 'l'ribune, from 1860 on.
He heard the first important concert and operatic perform
ances in Chicago and wrote the first newspaper criticism to
nppcar thei•e.

He, like Dt;ight in Roston, upheld a standard

of good taste and culture 1n the West at a time when suoh an
lnfluence was valuable.

Ile was first president of the

Apollo msical Club of Chicago, wrote many scholarly essays,
and charopioned good music when the poorest was in vogue.
1Toid.
2�.' P• 87.
3Ibid.

He
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lived on to see incredible advances in this musical taste,. 1
In his book I,.1.1s:tcal l\,emorie s, ho quoted many of his opinions
and mentioned artints who advertised ,n newspapers, then ,
v11thdro111 their money when they were poorly reviewed.2

This

practice of "buying" a cri tie Is praise, paying for this sort
01' udvertHJing and cancelling tho payment if reviews were
unfavorable has always been a problem in the newspap er
\";orld.

hlany of the serious critics have spoken with con•

tempt of offers they have had, and some,independent and
honest pope1°s have dismissed critics who, in a weak moment,
accepted pay for o. favorable review. - _This situation still
exists now, however, and ls practiced by advertisers, many
of whom count on dictat:lng a paper •s policy by this means.
Speaking of criticism in the 1850 1 s, Upton writes:
'l'here was no regular criticism in the papers of
1850. Some friend who had attended the concerts would
send in his impressions, and rrom one of these con
tri1mtions I gather that the "Chicago Waltz" was the
favorite. 'l'he wr•iter indulges in the following
rhapsodical flight. "To our taste, the gem of the
evening was the 'Chicago Waltz' composed for the
violoncello by Lemisen, with guitar accompaniment.
It was soft, tender, lulling, wafting the listener
as gently as gosaSlller is borne upon the breeze, and
anon carrying him round and round an� up end up in
a spiral motion delightful to feel. 110
Among the earliest of able New York critics was w. H.
Fry on the Tribune, who served on that paper from 1852 to
1863.

Iie was largely self-taught, his fs.ther being a publisher,

1Blson, �•£!!., PP• 327-329.
2George P. Upton, rusical 1,emories {Chicago:
Mcclurg and Couipany, 19081, p. 156.
3�., P• 256.

A. C.
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and his musical training coming from his brother.

He also

composed the first American opera of significance, Leonora.
!Tis in:fluence was not so widespread as that of John

s.

Dwight, s:l.nce New York was not as important or active .in
musical affairs during the mid-century as Boston; still,
Fry's :i.nfluence and enthusiasm for Italian music did much

for J1merica. 1

He was followed by H. C. Watson from 1863

to 1866, about whom there is little information of note.
J. R. G. Hasse.rd served as critic on the Tribune from 1866
to 1884, and was another forerunner of the Golden Age of
Criticisill Which began in the 1880 1 s and has continued until

today.

He was perhaps best known for the pamphlets he sent

to the Tr:lbune from the first Bayreuth Festival which he at
tended in 1876.
Accord:lng to Elson, Richard Grant White probably would
have been the ch:lef author in this field had he given
greater �ttention to the study of ll1ll.Bic and its literature.

As it is he may bo considered the chief literary
light that entered IllUSical criticism in America. That
his 1•eviewing moulded any national taste, or influenced
our musical progr,ess in any permanent manner, co.nnot be
truthfully said.2

White was one of the earliest of American critics, living
from 1822 to 1885 and was, in addition to his musical pur
suits, a Shakespeare'.m. scholar.

He, like Dwight, was an

essayist, hut had none of the gentleness and suavity of the
1Elson, �• �•• p. 320.
2� •• p. 338.

elder writer.
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He was keen and bitter in controversy, pro

nounced in opinion, and relentless in polemics.
clid not s00 two sides to any question.
view, his own.

His mind

There was ,just one

Nevertheless, he was a brilliant man, and

versatile, for he was a Shakespearean commentator, journal
ist, leading magazine ¼Titer• learned philologist, musio
critic and chief clerl{ in the New York Custom House.1

In the 1870 1s there came to the Boston papers per

hnps the most thorough musician who had entered the field
of journalism until that time, Benjamin Edward Woolf.
was born of a musical family, ancl composed a little.

He
He be

gan in 1870 as a music reporter on the Boston �. soon

afterwards becoming a menber of'. the staff of the Saturdav

Lvening Gazette, and in later years he was music critio of
the �ld.

Woolf was a conservative, and his bitter sarcasm

was feared, but, even so, when he died in 1901, he was defi
nitel y an influence still to be reclrnned with in music. 2
Hew York has b0en the music criticism center since

the boglnning of the twentieth century.

At that time Henry

Edward Krehbiel, Ricbnrd Aldrich, Jame1'1 Gibbons Huneker,
IIenr·y T. Finck, and

w.

J. Henderson were well ensconced.

For example, Krehbiel had, in _1883, written up the opening

of the Metropolitan1s first season.

These men were p owerful

critics, being, perhaps, tho first group of learned men who
1Ibid., pp. 337-338.
2 id., pp. 322-323.
_p,
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made an art and profession of music criticism.

They hea rd

premiere performances of works of Brahms and Wagner, their

J:l!USical training was extensive, as was also their journal
istic education; they v,ere tireless, enthusiastic critics
and set standards of crit icism which continue today.
H. E, Krehbiel followed Hassard on the New York
'l'ribune and continued in this position until his death in
+923.

He began his career in Cincinnati where he was schooled

for law, and where he served as a music critic for the
Gazette from 1874 to 1880,

He then went to the Tribune in

New York, and continued his career, writing many books arxl
championing the cause of Brahms, ·Tschaikovsky, Wagner and
Dvorak.

Krehbiel showed in all his writings a tremendous

background for his profession, in history, technique, and
understanding of music.

Furthermore, he did not consider

himself the f:lnal word on all events, and quoted in many of
his books t he opinions of other critics, bis predecessors
and his contemporaries.

In his book Chapters� Opera he

frequently quoted Pry and White, who occupied the musical
desk of the Tribune before him,

He traced the musical his

tory of Hew York through newspaper. announcements and from
them arrived at a perspective on the musical history of the
city unparalleled by any other writers.

His accounts of

prqgrams held at the Nassau Street Theatre, the John Street

Theatre, the Pork Theatre, the Gardens of Costel, Ranelagh,
and Vauxhall, form n real background for his attendance a t
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and the reporting of the first opera at the Metropolitan
Opera House in 1883.1

In his second book on opera, �

Chapters .2ll Opera, he spoke briefly on .his profession, say
ing:
No critic,worthy of the name is afraid to speak
out his dissent because the history of critioism has
taught him that he may be overruled by others tomorrow,
or that he may himself change his mind, If he is
honest and speaks from conviction, there is likely to
be something in his verdict which will remain true
no matter ,:;hat the winds and tides of popular favor
may do to his utterances or their subject. 2
Nevertheless, during the days about v1hioh this book was writ
ten, Y,rebbiel was sorely perplexed because from 1910, even
scholarly journals placed the gossip of the foyer and dress

ing room above the views of conscientious critics,3

Krehbiel Is scholarship is everywhere evidenced.

For

example, in his program notes on a musio festival written
in 1882, when he was twenty-eight years old, he showed a
capacity for deep study and research into the history, mean
ing, former interpretations of the musio and previously ac
cepted views about it. 4

In his book Review £f. �· � .!£!:k

�al Season, �-�, he is found to be highly informative,
lHenry Edward Krehbiel, Chapters on � (Wew York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1911), pp. 39-83.York,

2Henry Edward Krehbiel, More Chapters of� (New
Henry Holt and Company, Im), p. lO. 3Ibid., P• 5.

4Frogram of the hluslc Festival, to be held in the
Seventh Regiment Armory, New York, llay 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
r
1882 (New York: Press of Francis Hart and Company, 1882/,
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complete in his knowledge and his writing very academic,
while his appeal was intellectual. 1

He revealed yet a new

angle to his musical background in his work � !£ Listen!£
�. that of informing a non-informe d publ�c wh�t to listen
for in music.

This book reduces music to its lowest.common

denominator, and acquaints all with the ·rudiments of all types
of nrusic 2 ; it also has the di.stinction of being the earliest
book of distinctio.n on music appreciation for the layman.
Henry T. Finck was associated with the New York!!!!!1ng �. where he was music editor f:rom 1881 until 1924.
He was a Harvard graduate, atudyiP;g particularly philosophy
and psychology, and from there he ,·.ent to Europe on a soholar
ship.

There, he attended the first Bayreuth Festival, where

he had the priceless opportup.ity of seeing how Wagner, him
self, wynted his music performed.

Finck watched rehearsals,

and witnessed first performances at which the entire musical
worl� of Europe was present.

These contacts were invaluable

and invested Finck1s opinions about Wagner, at least, with
utithority.

During his career he championed the causes of

Schubert, Wagner, Liszt, Gr:f.eg, and lf.acDowell, and disapproved
heartily of Brahms and Richard Strauss.

Finck is known for

his biography Wagner���. which is a story of Wag
ner 1 s life, with Finck1s critical comments,

Finck 1 s writings

1Henry Edward Krehbiel, Review of the New York �msi
cal Season, 1888-� (New York: Novello,7;:weranaCotrip'imy,
1889-,.-York:

2Herry Edward Krehbiel', How to Listen to I.;usic (New
Charles Scribner 1s Sons, I9IsT. --- - ---
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are most poetic and interesting, and his strong likes and
dislikes w.ake him one of the most militant warriors in the
cause of progress.1

Numerous examples of Finck 's positiveness of opinion

in his own field of music, are shovm in his book Success _!E.
� and !!£!!.

1! � !2!!.•

Singers and players, unless they are officiat
ing at a school, should
not attempt to lll.9.ke their
program "educational. 11
Pay no attention to those critics who measure
the value of a_composition by the time it takes to
play it.
Some day singers will discover that songs
which display their own private and particular beat
notes are not vihe.t concert-goers are primarily inter
ested in, then they will begin to choose songs for
their intrinsic excellence, and their recitals will
be better attended.
Above all things make your concerts short, or
they will cease to be entertainments.
Paderewski 1s one fault �s that he does not
sufficiently vary his programs.
Paderewski himself says of Finck that he was fine, a
lovable man and a faithful friend, who gave him many proofs
of warmth and personal devotion.3
Riche.rd Aldrich served for several newspapers, the

main one being the New York �. for which he was critic
lElson, .2E.•

ill•,

pp. 318-319.

2Henry T, Pinck, Success in 1lUsic and How It Is Won
(Eew York: Charles :0cribner 1 s Sona, 1927)-;-p'p7°445-446.-3paderewski, ,2E_,

ill•,

p. 201.
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frorn 1902 to 1924, and from that time until his death in 1937
as critic emeritus.

Before attacbfog himself to the �

his important posit1.ons were in Providence, Rhode Island,
end Washington, D. C., where his experiences were rich end
varied.

His writing was, like Krehbie1 1 s often a bit fac

tual and lacking color: however, some of his most interest
ing criticisms, showing his ability to write and picture for
a public, are quoted.

These are taken from his book, Concert

Life in � York, �-�.

Spealdng of Rafael Joseffy, in

J.905:
It does not deeply move, but it entrances with
1.ts exqu1site perfection, its cool, pure sentiment, its
lucidity, symmetry and delicate efflorescence. There
are exquisite tints and ha l f tints in his tone, chang
ing and delicate colors, as of the shimmering iri•
descence of frostwork tracery in the sun. l
Sarcasm is shown in his review of "La Sonnambula.

11

[Ca Sonnambuly has not been heard 1n New
York since Co l • .Me.pleson revived it at the Academy
of r,,usic when he came over w1 th his il l-starred com
pany in 1896. Artificial respiration was most labori
ous in that case and was followed by a renewed lapse
into coma, 2
And, writing of a solo inWolf-Ferrari!s "The Hew Life,"
The sonnet following the intermezzo is accom
panied by the piano until the singer's misery is too
intense for such a s1111l l means of expression, and
then the orchestra breaks in and takes up the maze of
harmony. 3
lRichard Aldrich, Concert Life in New York, 1902-�
(Hew York1 G. P, Putnam's Sons, 1941) ,p.7:o7-.-2�., p. 122.
3�,, p. 192.
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At this same time, William J. Henderson was cri tio
for the New York �his death in 1937.

'l.'his position he held from 1902 until

Henderson 1s verdicts on singers were con

sidered the most authoritative of all American critics •. His
books were mainly educational, but very readable, and his
style of writing has made him one of the more popular art

cr•itics.

He was able to speak on mus:1.cal topics without be

coming technical or dull and could lead readers to the realms
of higher musical educat:l.on without making them too self
His terseness and dry-humor were great factors
in this success as a writer.1 Paderewski considered him an

conscious.

able nnd cultured critic, fair, and sincere; but even so, the
tv10 (Pa.derewsl<i and Henderson) naturally did not always
agree.2 Oscar Thompson, current American critic, considers

Henderson a writer whose freshness of style may still be re
garded as the "youngest" of styles used by music critics 1n
New York.3
Speaking of Aldrich and Henderson, Thompson says they
were hoth exposed to European culture and both regard.ed them
selves as journalists first of all, and their criticism was

factual recounting of who, where, and when, with a free nnd
authoritative expression of opinion.

They were direct and

1Elson, EJ2.• cit., pp. 321-322.
2Paderewski, �York1

ill•,

p. 200.

3oscar Thompson, Practical t.msical Criticism (New
Witruark Educational Fubllcations, 1934), p. ll.
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clear, did not vaunt their erudition, never "wrote down"
to their readers, held fast to canons of taste and standards
of performance, and they wrote for Americans in an American
way.

According to Thompson, fact seekers found true opinion,

sturdy, dependable, level-headed reviewing and consistency
in Aldrich, while in Henderson's writing there was a fresh,
crisp, short style of constructive criticism always evident�.

vii th a constant interest 1n the new in music.1

James Gibbons Huneker worked during his lifetime for
the New York Recorder, Advertiser•, �. � and�!
wr:l.tings are known for their brilliance and wit.

His

His taste

was modern and his writing perhaps the best example of pun
gency in musical ori tic ism in America. 2

DeCasseres in his

book � Gibbons Hunelter said his genius was word tixpres
sion.

He possessed that rare gift of writers, ecstasy, and

from his pen there callle a frenzy -- a frenzy of joy in his
work that was pagan.

Three-fourths of Huneker •s work was

published in newspapers, end he bridged over the turn of
t'he century 1md embodied the best of the nineteenth and
twentieth centul'.ies in musical criticism.

"Music may he.ve

been his confessional, but writing was one of his basic organic f'vnctions."3
1oscar Thompson, "An American School of Criticism, 11
J•;h.lsical Quarterly, XXIII (1923), 428-439.
2E1son, .2£•
York,

£!!•,

p. 320.

3Benj!l.lllin DeCasseres, Jrmes Gibbons Ht.meker (New
Joseph Lawren, 1925), p�-35.
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Speaking of his ovm work, Huneker wrote in his book,
Steeplejaol.;;:
The l\!us1oal Courier enabled me to live luxuri
ously and work like a dog. Many were the sentimental
abysses into wh1oh I peered, many the angry, tearful
partings -- why angry, why tearful, I can't say now.
Why young people toke such things seriously I wonder.
I also wondered why tbe M::lrning Advertiser which was
in a palpably decrepit condition paid me such a high
salary. To be sure, I was working double-time, driv
ing two or three ho!' ses abreast, as Daniel Frohman
said to rae.. I was both dramatio and musical critic
and still found time tg write for Town. Topics, Vanity
-�
�. and� Ccurier, i

Lawrence Gilman had an exceedingly :lnteresting life

in New York.

He was on the staff of the Mew York �
froni 1896 to 1898 and was music critio for Harper Is \'/eekl;y:

from 1901 to 1913.

Following this he was music, dramatic

and literary critic for the� .American�� from 1912
to 1923.

From 192B until his recent death, he was music

cr•1tic for the New York �-Tribune.

Gilman was ala,:,

pr-ogrruu annotator for the New York Philharmonic and Phila
delphia. Symphonies since 1921 and was radio ooIDI!lentator for
the Su.nday broadcasts of the fhilharmonic from 1933 to 1935.
Though Ernest Newman is an English critic, ye t he
should be mentioned in the reporting of famous music critics
in America, since he served as guest critic on the New York
Evening� during the years 1924-1925, where he was feared
and respec�ed for his outspoken and tt;renchant judgments.

He is an authority on the life and works of Wolf and his
lJames Gibbons Huneker, Steeplejook (New York:
Che.rles Soribner•s Sons, 1918), P• 91.
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writings are among the most complete documentary compilations
ever written.

He

hse also written several volumes which are

very comprehensive on the life of Wagner.
Leona1•d Liebli:ng was on the staff of and. editor of
the Mu.sice.l Courier from 1902 to 1938.

He was also mue1c

critic on the New York American from 1923 to 1937 and was
lmown as a composer, pianist and librettist in addition to {;
his journalistic career.

He followed Huneker on the Musical

Courier.

John Pitts Sanborn entered the musical criticism
field s. little later than did the previously mentioned men.
He became music oditol' for the New York� in 1905 and
held th:ts position until 1923.

He vias foreign correspondent

for the same paper during the summers of 1912, 1914, and 1916
and was foreign correspondent for the �_;ig;_ Mail during the
summer of 1923, becoming music editor for that paper and
still later assuming the music editorship of the New York
�rld Telegre.m.
Of the later critics in New York, Olin Downes hns
been very prominent.
in

He began his work on the Boston �

1906 and stayed there until 1924 when he came to New York

to the �. with which he has renained.

He is known par

ticularly as an authority on the works of Sibelius and was
appointed director of music for the World's F'air in New York
in 1939.
'l11e middle twentieth century has brought forth a new
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interest and demand in criticism.

The development of the

concez·t stage, the innugurat ion of a oonce.rt and drama series
in e.11 large colleges and universities for which the most
famous art:l.sts appear, and the widespread influence of the
redio, have all familiarized millions of people with concert
h1usic.

'.!:'his enlarged listening audience must first be edu�

cated to appreciate end un.derstnnd, then be stimulo.ted by
opinions of others.

This, obviously, is a fertile field for

critics and has been capitalized upon by them,

For example,

Olin Do�mes has, through radio, reached a tremendous audience,
which he could not have touched merely through his writings.
Ile and mrmy other critics have ttcquainted the citizens of
tbis country with ori ticism. by way of radio and personal ap
peal through vo1oe, drame.tize.tion, clever ironic or sarcastic
comr.1entaries and pert:lnent, intelligent talks.
Olin Dovmes is quoted in Thompson's book Practical
Musical Crit:!cism as saying that we have in America plenty
of schools, teHchers, artists, orchestras and ensembles.
But we do not have enough conip etent critics scattered throughout the country.
Dut we still need intelligent writ:l.ng about mu
s1o in cities that have a musical l�.fe of their own
and ar·e deriving no good from the puffs snd effusive
" wr ite-ups" that their newspa£ers print because this
is the best they can command.
Another of Dovmes' thoughts on criticism is voiced in his
lThompson, 212.• cit., p. 14.
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definition of the critic, which is copied in � Challenge
of Listening by McKinney and i1nderson.
The critic is a lover and student of music who
gives official reports of his findings, If he has any
measure of success in his task it is because he com
prehends certain JJiUSical drifts and contributes his
share, as one of his generation, to their current, He
gains the confidence and interest of his public in
such a degree as he can interest his readers and bring
intelligent appraise.I and sensitiveness of response
to his subject. That is the beg:l.nning and the end of
criticism, snd gives the art its immense value as a
force in the development of the community. But no
contemporary opinion has ever determined the course of
the future, For that mat·ter there are no immutable
values in ort, l
Oscar Thompson, whose book on Practical Criticism and
whose compilation of .the International Czclopedia � �
and Mus1.cians are invaluable funds of knowledge, began his
career as an editor on the Pacific coast in 1919.

Thia

gz

clonedia has been a source book for data and factual informa
tion about many critics (particularly those who are not ex
tremely well-known) throue;hout this paper,

From 1928 until

1934, Thompson was music critic for the New York Evening
� and was on the staff of the � in 1935, following
Henderson to the §EE. in 1937.

It will be noted that his

opinions and writings have bee� frequently recorded in this
thesis.
Deems Taylor is a very well-known contemporary critic.
Ho began his journalistic career in 1921, when he became music
critic for the New York �. a position which he held unti.l
lMcKinney and Anderson, �•

£.!!.•,

p. 290,
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1925.

From 192'7 to 1929 he was editor of the Muf!Jical America

and since then has been narrator for the opera broadcasts
of the Metropolitan Opera Company, commentator for the Sun

day afternoon broadcasts of the New York Philharmonic and is
now musical advisor to Columbia Broadcasting System. · Taylor
has distinguished himself in the field of composition, too,
King's Henchman,� Ibbetson, and Through t� Looking
� are some of his better known works.

Ee is the only

composer-crit,.c of note in many years, and this very fact is
felt to affect and broaden his point of view, for he is
naturally able to see the aims and problems of the creator,
through personal experience.
Samuel Chotzenoff followed Deems Taylor as music
critic on the World from 1925 to 1930 and then went to the
New York � where he has remained.

Chotzenoff was, previ-q

ous to taking up his journalistic career, a professional
accol1l:psnist, working with such artists as Heifetz, Zimbalist,
and Gluck; consequently his outlook is more professionally
colored fro m a performer's angle, and his cri.tical opinions
are reached after and enriched by this personal contact vdth
the performing field.
l!ownrd 'l'nubman, whose book�_££ lf!:l. � has fur
nished considerable material for study in the field o f criti
cism, has been with the New York� sinoe 1930 ns assist
ant ruus1c critic.

He has written for various periodicals and

bas a thorough n:us1cal backgTound, while his approa ch is
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ent:lrely fresh end from a modern viewpoint.
Boston, by the end of the century, had been defi
nitely overshadowed by New York in ll'IUSical development.

The

huge growth in population to· seven million in New York, for
one thing, took this pre-eminence in music away from Boston,
and l�ew York became the logical educational and nrosical center.
11owev0r, Boston continued to evidence an interest and en
thusiasm for 1nusic which was manifested in the writings of
her critics; Edv;ard Woolf, William Foster Apthorp, Philip
Hale, Howard Malcolm Tichnor, and H. T. Parker were among
the most widely read and respected critics.

Following the previously mentioned Woolf, came Wil

liam fi'oster Apthorp, critic and musicologist.

He reviewed

for the Boston 'l'ranscript until 1903 and was program anno
tr;tol' for the Boston Syl!IJJhony from 1892 until 1901.
an educated musician, but composed little or nothing.

He was
He

wrote for the Atlantic Monthly and for the Boston Sunday
Courier and Traveller, but his influence was not felt until
he joined the staff of the Transcript.1
Apthorp was followed by Philip Hale, who took over
his position of annotator of the Poston Symphony program nots,
which he held from 1901 until 1934 when he died.
Gilman says of Hale's work:
1E1son, 21?.•

.£11•,

pp. 323-324.

Lawrence
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Philip Hale transformed the writing of program
notes f'rom an arid and depressing form of musical
pedafogy into an exhilarating variety of literary
art.

Hale was a graduate of Yale University and a practicing law
yer in Albany, New York, when he quit and went to Europe to
study piano and organ in Berlin, Munich, Stuttgart, and Paris.
Lr-ter he settled pez•manently in Boston and devoted himself to
music cr:l.tioiSIII.

'l'brough his deep learning and tm br1111sn t

expressions which marked his writing, he became a leading
Uiember of the cz•i tical profession,

In Boston, he wrote for

the� from 1890 to 1891, for the Journal from 1891 to 1903,
ond for the Herald from 1903 to 1934.
we.ys been witty, bright, and readable,

His VII'itings have al
Fe sides being editor

of several magazines, he wrote several books; the chief pub
lished work has neen editing, with Elson, three volumes called
F� Composers, and, of course, his volume of Boston Sym

phony program notes.2

Paderewski speaks of Hale as a highly

educated man of great culture, knowing many things besides
nfilsic.

He found Hale's criticism sardonic, witty, ironical

and unmistakable.
There was something in me though, which always
shocked him -- I cannot find another word f or it -- and
that was my h air! He apparently could never get ac
customed to it, nor could he resist certain facetious
allusions to it. I must confess it was always a ques
tion in my mind whether Hale was env1ous of my hair,
1 11 Ph1lip Hale," International Cyclopedia

Musicians, ed.1943, p. 731.
fil:12. -----

2Elson, �- .£!.!,, p. 324.

5?!. �
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or simply disturbed by the sight of it, At any rate
he always had to overcome to a.certain extent his
feeling and his annoyance though it often trickles
through into some rather caustic remarks in his no
tices, which was natural enough, feeling as he d1d, 1
L.

c.

Elson, whose book on American �io has been

of great assistence in cataloging the main American critics,
was himself a

Bostonian, working as critic for the Courier

ar,d editing the rliusical Herald.

From 1888 until 1920 he was

critic for the Advertiser and contributed to many journals.
lilson was correspondent of the New York Tribune, Evening

f.£!!!,

and Boston Transcript and in addition to his many writings,
he directed choruses, worked in music festivals and was a
frequent lecturer 1.n larger universities, 2
In the history of Boston criticism, the name of
Howard Malcolm Ticknor· should be mentioned.

He was an as

s5 stant editor of the Atlantic Monthly and wrote mainly for
the Adve1•tiser, �. �. and Journal.

He is SRid to

have brought to nru.sical journalism a refjnement and suavitY
which it had lacked since the days of Dwight.3
Two more men contributed conspicuously to the music
journalism of Boston,

HDratio T. Parker, who was the New

York correspondent for the Transcri:et from 1889 to 1896 and
critic for tho same paper from. 1905 to 1934; ·was also foreign
cor·respondent for the '.I'ranscri:et tmd the New York � from
lpaderewski, �--

.£1.!.•,

pp. 200-201, ·

2hlson, �•.£!!,,pp. 325-326,
3�lson, El:.•�•• p. 326.

1896 to 1905.
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Warren Storey Smith vias assistant ·on the

'.l'ranscript from 1919 to 1924 and succeeded Olin Downes as

music editor of the fost in 1924.

In Philadelphiaj there seem to have been fewer famous
critics. . Cnly two have _been mentioned as of any importance.
''inton James Baltzell, teacher, composer and editor, was once
connected with the New England Conservatory, and was later
assistant editor, tben editor of the� from 1897 to 1907.
I;cxt he eclite·d the Musicien magazine.

He wrote many excel

lent educational essays and m9.de an astonishing success as

editor of' the lilusicien, 1

He, like other critics, composed

some music and v;rote several textbooks.

Rupert Hughes, the

other Philndelphian, is both a well-known com:roser and critic
as well as a fru1,ous novelist.

served in New York as a critic.

In 1898, and until 1890, he
Although he is en inde

fat:l.[;al)le student of facts, yet he is one of the liveliest
:md wittiest of American mus1csl outhors, eni hes been suc
cessful also in novel and play writing.2
In Chicagb, in the last quarter of the century, Upton
vms followed by a great many interesting and intelligent
wr·iters.

Frederick Gleason was critic for the Tribune from

1884 to 1889 and William 8-,n.ith Babcock Mathews followed,
vn:'iting .for the Herald, Record and Tribune.

Mathews wrote

for Dwight •a Journal, then came t·o Chicago, end finally
l�., pp. 326-327.
2Ibid., p. 327.

8'/

established h1s own magaUne called � which he edited
from 1891 to 1902,

Elson says of �1m that he was of grant

value in Chice.go as an organist and teacher and that his
writing was done rapidly, but' was reliable, ir.structive and
interesting.

His musical criticisms were 8.lllOng the best the
West has ever had.1 Liebl1ng was a fourth Chicago critic
of note, whose name would have led in the field of music
criticism completely, except that his teaching interfered
with his _literary pursuits ·so that his influence was felt

more strongly in the classroom.

Still, Liebling's articles

were always the well-considered work of a thorough musician,
and he had an enviable vein of humor and piquancy.2
Other critics of-Chicago included Ko.rleton Hackett,
singer, teacher and c_ritic for the � and Chicagoan, _and
Glenn Gunn, pianist, conductor end critic who edited the music
coluiuns of the Chicago Journal and the �-�, and we.a
with the Tribune from 1910 to 1914, and music critic for
the Heral.!!_ end Examiner from 1922 tc 1936 •

.Maurice Rosenfeld

is one of the eminent modern crit1.cs, worldng for the Chi
cago M� (1919 to 1939),

His contemporary, Felix Borowslci,

is still with the�. and has served in the past·as critic
for the �. �-� and Chrlstian Science 1.:0nitor.

He is also well-known for his compositions.
l

�•, p. 330.

2Thid,
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In the other larger musical centers in the United

States, John Smith Van Cleve, in Cincinnati, a'bl1nd critic,

who worlted for the Commercie.l in the latter part of the nine
teenth century, was outstanding.

His training was principally

in music, and his blindness did not prevent his literary

work, or lectur:ln.g.

He now resides in New York, where he

is still known as a lecturer and writer.
poser and a poet.1

He is also a com

In Cleveland, Karl Merz showed hlmself to be a. well-'-

bulanced and thoughtful ana;Lyst.

He edited the Musical �.

published in Cleveland and the collection of his essays is
published in the volume� anq Culture.2
In California such men as W. Francis Gates of Los

fm5oles and Edgar

s.

Kelley of Sen Prancisco have been ac

tive in illllSical journal:l.sm, and have contrfbuted essays and
writings that are valuable. 3
Other critics of note, who were merely writers, but

iE whom confidence has been placed during the Golden Age of

Criticism ore Albert Steinberg, Edward Ziegler, Charles Pike

Sawyer, Reginald DeKoven, John T, Jackson, Edgar J. Levey,

Willy von Socha, and William Hubbard.

The art of criticism has grown rapidly in the last

century of .l\lllePican nmsic.
lJbg., P• 331.

2� •• p. 332.
3Ib1d.

From a haphazard, unskilled attempt

2.9

at analysis it has grown to an organized literary gift and
an authoritative voice.

M.1sic criticism in America. we.s, in

the nineteenth century, very much like that of Europe, but
with the growth in interest in llJUsic and the spread of this
interest from the East to the West, en American school of
critical thought has developed.

The influx of huropean

artists, performers, conductors of orchestra and opera, the
victrola and the radio have all been contributing factors
in stimulating community interest in music.

This interest

has affected the need for music reporters and critics of
music.

The employment of a music critic on the more provin

cial papers has been lessened considerably during the war
year�, for there are not generally enough skilled reporters
to cover the field.

However, when the country returns to

normal peace-time activities, the music critic in many cities
throughout the entire United States will return to his own.

.-,�

, ,'.

CHAPTER IV

VIEWS OF DISTINGUISHED CRITICS CONCERNING
THETR PROFESSION

'l'he American heritage of music criticism has been
chiefly European, patterned originally after those who had
already established a style and manner of criticism.

The

Americans found their criticisms much like those of the Eng
lish and worked nruch in the manner used in the
try.

II

mother Coun

II

hvery critic has given his creed on the art of criti
cism and its value to the public.

Sir W. H. Hadow, one of

the Englishmen after whom some Americans patterned their
work, made some very interesting remarks about criticism in
1892, which might well be felt to serve as a background for
the theories of American critics of that decade.

Of all

the arts, nrusic is perhaps the most universal in its appeal
and certainly no law of music can be considered final,

The

grounds on which criticism should rest are mainly psychologic
al, for the test of good music is found in 1ta capa city for
satisfying an al.lriost universal requirement in human nature.
Speaking of the profession of music criticism, and of music
as an art, Hadow wrote:

9o

�hlsic criticism is pre-eminently difficult to
express with clearness or certainty. • • • • But
111Usic is by its very nature precluded from judgments
of comparison, and must attempt to formulate its laws
with no aid from outside and without even the nomen
clature requisite for the.purpose • • • • • Some
thing at lee.st would be gained if we would take the
trouble to understand those technical names which ex
press s:1.mple matters of fact • • • • and if our
guides would endeavour to explain the principles in
accordance with which their judgments are framed.
Only then will musical criticism be preserved from
the spectacle, too co!lllllon at the present day, of an
:l.mperiou,s preacher haranguing an inattentive audience, 1
Edward. A. Baughan, another English critic, wrote
r•1,ther facet:l.ously of the art of criticism in 1900.

However,

some of his thoughts are interesting in that they mi.rror the
attitudes of artists and art critics of that day.

Then, as

now, the listening public included musical and n on-musical
listener•s, the difference being that the musical listener
had his mind full of musical technicalities, such as form,
tei.iipo, harmonic background and melody, using the intellec
tual approach, \�,ile the non-musical listener had his thoughts
very little on 1DUsical subject matter, but surrendered him
self to emotional appeal.

Even so, the concentrating power

of the human mind, be it !lllsical or non-musical concentra
tion, was and is weak.

Regarding this listening public,

Be.ug.han wrote:
And we critics have a public duty. •
We are the go-betweens, the middle-men of art. To put
criticism on its lowest level, we are instrumental in
lsir w. H, IIadow, Studies in Nndern ,,,usic (New York:
i\lacmillan Company, 1892} , pp. 10-::1r. .--- ---

giving the public an idea of the thing we have seen,
heard, or read, and they have not. That ie not ideal
criticism, but it has its uses, and seems to be very
acceptable to the average editor of a news-sheet.
'l'be higher criticism is not a mere objective descrip
tion, such as one reads in the usual notice of a new
play or opera, but rather·an account of how a play or
opera has affected us. The critic's individuality
counts in tre equs.tion. He is a fine instrument on
which the art-work plays. l

/ i

Criticism is involved, idealistic and exacting.
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A

critic should be a genius in his way, for the art of oriti
cj.sm r·equ1res high intelligence, deep and varied insight,
plastic imagination and a strong and logical reasoning pO\rnr.
A man to be a critic nrust have temperament, imagination, in
sight, and certainly humanity.

13a.ughan saidr

The truth is, you cannot put into criticism
more than you posseE•s; :!.f you are nothing, your
criticism will be naught; no matter how learned
you rrm.y be. 2
T11ere is an old accusation that a critic is a man
who failed in every other walk of life, or, in case of a
music critic, a man v,ho could not succeed as a performer or
composer.

Baugt,..an answered this accusat1on.

To him I would reply: "On the contrary, the
true critic is the man who has had the courage to own
to himself that there is something higher in being a
good critic than in being the producer of second-rate
works. 3
It is doubtful that perfect criticism is possible,
don:

1 Edward Algernon Be.ughan, tus 1c and i/rus i c ians ( Lon
John Lane, The Bodley Head, 190,S) , p. 42.
2lbid., p. 44.

3Ibid., p. 77.
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especially of music, because words are inadequate to analyze
and describe it, but Baughan did give his view of the requi
sites of a perfect critic.
I want to see a man come forward who shall have
the authority of a Davison or a Chorley, but with a
much wider grasp of musical aesthetics than these. He
should have deep musical knowledge both practical and
theoretical, and in addition to this know ledge, he
should possess a sensitive and poetic temperament bal
anced by keen judgment and above all, a fine, nervous,
plastic style of wrHing. l
Music of all sorts, eventually, must meet \,1th the
approval of the public before it can live and be remembered.
'£his fact lll.\lSt be appreciated by IID.l.sic critics, and they must
endeavor to tench or lead a public to understanding and hence
approval if they or their 111Usic criticism are to live.

Baughan

believed, t:b.roueh al l this, that a critic would do well to
remember that none of his readers will accept his judgment
as completely final, not even the critic 1s wife.

Each 1n

divitl.ual listener. will consider hie. own temperament as the
criterion for evaluation and, perhaps more often than the·
critic realizes, the reading public sees the individual be
hind the criticism, and is aware that it is merely the ex
pression of another temperament.2

Cyril Scott, another Englishman, was primarily a com

poser, but he also wrote critical works, among which was his
Philosophy of t,iodernism.
1� •• p. 87.
2Ibid., p. 91.

In this book he devoted a chapter
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to critics, about whom he said little that was complimentary.
A critic has it in his power to harm greatly a composition
or performer, as well as to formulate public opinion.
disagr•eed with Baug,"'lan on this point.

Scott

He (the critic) could,

then, dicte.te public opinion favorably or could mislead.
Criticism is crentive and should not be written under pres
sure any more than a composer should set a goal of fifty
pages of new work daily and hope to accomplish worthwhile
composition,

The profession of modern 1m.1sic critici sm is

then not _entirely an honest one, wht;t with poorly trained,
biased men, writing copiously and fighting for time to meet
deadlines demanded by newspapers.1 Scott formulated his
positive. ideas on the profession as follows:
It is._obvious then, that true criticism as e.n
art is not one of mere "hole.-picking" but a matter of
inspiration, inclination and exploration • • • • •
to discover the point of view of its /jiro.sic 1i7 creator
and thereby help others to perceive its beauties and to
comprehend them, That being so, it is as unfitting to
ask· any man to write a so-called criticism every day
or for that matter several a day as to ask a c omposer
to write a song every day •
.

•

To found criticism on rule, then, is to run
tbe great danger of building one's house upon the sands.
To found it on rules furthermore is to found it on tra
dition, and since the genius oversteps tradition, the
critic is confronted with well-nith insurmountable dif
ficulties all round. The whole thing, in short, becomes
a question of his individual t,iste and therefore the
pseudo-criterion for his re�ders is not whut is good,
but what he happens to like.2
lcyril Scott, Philosophy of nbderni sm (L-0ndon: Kegan
Paul, Trench, Trubner and Compnny-;-1td., n. d.), p. 80.
2Ibid,, pp. 82-86,
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Percy Scholes, still another Englishman, published a
book of essays in 1924 which he called Crotchets, in which he
philosophized on the art of criticism, _According to him, the

best critic is the one whose native discrimination end plain
common sense is strongest, whose knowledge and exp£,rience
the widest, whose s1.ncerity the most unvarying, and whose
writ:l.ng ability is sufficiently developed to put what he
thinks on paper plainly and attractively, thus stimulating
the reader to think for himself,

Scholes considered all

real criticism as "simple impersonal truth" and thought all
critiques should be signed, in all fairness to the composer,
performer, reader and writer himself,1
Following the above mentioned Englishmen, a dis

tinguished Arner:l.can critic who voiced opinions about his own
profession was IIenry Edward Krehbiel.

In his discussion of

cr:l.t icism in his i)ook How to � to Music, he said the ab.
sence of a standard of judgruent is what makes talking about

nrusic so difficult.

Much eriticislli is meaningless and Kreh

biel explained why:
It is because of a plentiful lack of knowledge
that so much is written on music that is without mean
ing, and that the most foolish kind of rhapsody, so it
show a collection of fine words, is per,nitted to lll!l.S
querade as il'.ljf;!ical criticism and even analysis. 2
In odd1t1on to the real critic, writers on music may
lpercy A. Scholes, Crotchets (New York:
versity Frees, American Branch, 1924), p. 255.
2Krehbiel, ££• cit., p. 10.

Oxford Uni
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be divided into pedants and rhapsodists, according to Krehbiel,
The pedants write from a scientific angle, concerned with

forms and rules and externals, forgetting that which is

nobler and hieher.

But the pedants are ·harmless because they

only write for collea&,"lles, not the public.

Rhapsodists evade

1>.n isoue of knowledge by usage of fine words, flowery de

scriptions and 1•arublings jnto the abstract in their criticisms.

They write for a public susceptible to trite generaiities
end the rhapsodists are dangerous in that they camouflage

true understanding and appreciation and repulse serious think
ing people.

Krehbiel had to say on this topic:

The harmful men are the foolish rhepsodists who
take advantage of the fact that the language of music
is indeterminate an:l evanescent to talk about the art
in such a v1ay as to present themselves as rersons of
exquisite sensibilities rather than to direct atten
tion to the real nature and beauty of music itself.l

Pedantry and rhapsody could und should be consolidated, form
ing a rel:lable criticism, and Krehbiel discussed this.

One would convey but a sorry idea of a composi
tion were he to confine himnelf to a technical descrip
tion of it • • • • • one might as. well hope to tell
of the beauty of a statue by reciting its dimensions.
nut knowledge as ·,1ell as sympathy must speak out of
the words, so that they may realize Schwnann's lovely
conception when he said that the best criticism is
that vrhich leaves after it 1u, impression on the reader
like that which the lllUSic made on the hearer. 2

A critic is necessarily placed between tbe complacent

nrus1c1an and the inclifferent ignorance of the public.

Fear

less e:xpresf, ion of opinion -- be it right or wrong -- and
1Ibid., p. 13.

2.ill.!!·
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open-mindedness, fairness and honesty are valuable assets
to one in the profession of music criticism.

These can be

and a.re based on wide learning and liatening experience which
all reliable critics must have.

Krehbiel praised the critic

for speaking what is 1n his o�n mind, for it springs from
"loftiness of aim, depth of knowledge and slnceri ty and un
1
selfishness of purpose. 11

The practice of accepting bribes

or requests from a performer for complimentary criticisms
to win i'avor wi.th his public is still prevalent and Krehbiel
warned that tbose who show a willingness to accept low ideals
could not exact high ones.

The following were Krehbie11s

conceptions of the duties of e critic:
I conceive that the first, if not the sole, of
fice of' the critic should be to guide public judgment,
•
• 1'he critic has both the time and the obli
gation to analyze the reasons why and the extent to
v1hioh the faculties are stirred into activity.
•
A critic 1s duty is to separate excellence from defect,
as Di•. Crotch says; to admire as well as to find fa.ult.
In the proportion that defects are apparent he should
increase his efforts to discover beauties.
•
The critic should be the mediator between the musicians and the public.
•
•
• he should excite
cur:l.osity, arouse interest, and pave the way to popular
co1141rehension.
•
•
•
• he wust v..now his duty\ to
the po.st, the present, and the future and ad.,ust _each
duty to tlle
other.
.
•
•
• Ee should be catqolic
in taste, outspoken in judgment, unalterable 1� aifegiance to his ideals, unswerving in integr1 ty."
\
\

The constant attendance at concerts of every sor\
seems at first considerrc,tion to 'be a delightful prospect.
The situation prcsUlllDbly would ee attractive for e. critic,
l Thid., p. 8.
2Th�., p. 50.
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since he has choice seats, complimentary tickets, and an opportunity to absorb all the good music of a concert season.
This can become monotonous, however.

Many times organiza

tions or artists repeat la';ljor works.

During a season, for

instance, Beethoven Is Fifth Symphony might be played more
than once each by the major symphonies and the reputable
minor orchestras.

The foterpretations would of necessity be

similar, the score being the same, and critical listening
could become dull routine vl:i.th little novel impression left.

�'his very factor might easily lessen the freshness of or.i ti
c:l.sm.

Henry T. Fin.ck in his Success in � brought out a

staX'tling fact j_n this CO?ll'.lection about the art of criticism,

which personalizes the situation,

Vihen I first became a musical critic; I thought
I was 1n paradise. Going to concerts and operas had

always been my favorite iµnusement and now I was to
be paid for hearing operas and concerts, and have an
extra ticket besides for some charming companion!
i'ihot could be more delightful? '.l'hat was twenty-eight
yeors ago. '.l'oday most concerts and operas ere such
awful bores to me that I find it hard to praise any
thing, and only_genius arouses.my interest. I would
gladly give my $150.00 worth of free tickets a week
for a chance to live and work on a California ranch.
frobably after a few years on the ranch I should wish
I had my tickets back!l

Ile spoke further of this boredom saying that he longed for
express:!.on but seldom got it.

He decried conservatory pian-

1ats with finicky "touch" and "methods" end "pearling scales,"
and intensely disliked singers of the Italinn school.2
lF'inck, .2£.· cit., p. 426.

2Ibid., p. 79.
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"I long to go among savages and hear them sing their
thrilling war songs or listen to their impassioned drum
solos. 111 This might eosily _ be F"inck 1s way of advocating a
"'ca.ck to nature" movement in musio.

Ee would, probably, be

ln accord with Shostakovich, Prokofieff and several other
modern radicals, could he ignore their tremendous use of
discord and dissonance.

It is evident he felt keenly the

need oi' change and relaxation for one of his profession.
Finck voiced other opinions on his profession in 1923. · He
listed three excuses for critics; first, that they slaughter
mediocrities; second, that they discover and en-:our-age
genius; and thi:rd, thst they dwell lovingly on beautiful
dets.ils in compositions, or their interpretation. 2 This, of
course, is purely casuistic reasoning, whereas ell music
criticism is only considered valu�ble if it fulfills one of
tlle above mentioned provistons.

Other views or Finck were:

Let us enjoy the fresh grapes rrom whtch the
harwless wine of 111Usical intoxication ls made t, leav
ing the raisins to the analysts end "critical' com-·
mentr.tors.
If' I were asked what I em most proud of in look
ing bnclt on my forty years I career, I would ar.swer, "!i,y
as prott;lctor of the greatest
having always stood up 113
art1.sts 1c1nd composers.
Another tnteresting t;>elief of Finck e.l'.'out crit1.cism

is recorded in 'lhorupson1s took Practical Musfoel Cr1t1c1.sm.
1�.

2�., p. 455.
3Toid.
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He quoted Finck as saying one should never writ·e anything
about a nrusician which he would not say to the musician I a
f'ace.1

Kobbe, in his book� to Appreciate Music, written

in 1912, quoted some of Lawreno e · G1lmon Is views, in which
Gilman considered the younger critics resp6nsibi1_e for the
future and warned the older critics against being pitch
forked by their· ears into the rap.lea of the old fogies,

Gil

man commended those who wl'lre always receptive to new 111,\ini
festations in music which were based on a union of mind and
heart. 2 Other ideas of Gilman were quoted by Thompson:
The chief aim of a newspaper critic must be to
1.nterest the general reader, end if he can interest
those readers ,,ho have not heard the performance, as
well as those who have, he is entitled. to cal l it a
day. Quite apart from its value as a report and es.;.
ti.mate of a musical performance, his criticism must be
able to stand alone as an interesting readable story.
•
• The music critic, should never forget that
his chief concern is wi th the reader, not with the
artist he may happen tc, be discussing. • • • • I
have learned never to think of the probable effect
of my comments on the performers who may be involved,
That would be a disastrous �re-occupation. From th e
point of view of the critic the interests of the per
former do not enter into the matter at al l. 3
Each cri�ic has voiced hie impressions of his pro
fession either vocally or in print.

These views have often

been reproduced in various books written on history, educa
tion, appI'eoiation and criticism.

Edward Dickinson quotes

ill•• p. 137.
2 Gustav Kobbe, How to Appreciate � (New York:
Moffat Ye.rd and Company-;-T9ll"), P• 109.
l'I'honrpson, �E.•

3Thonrpson, ,2E.• cit. , PP• 33-36.
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Newman in his book Music l!!!£ Higher Education as saying it

is futile to go on discussing the aesthetics of music with

out reference to the historical conditions under which the
!"!rt has lived and has been niolded.1 Newman, evidently be

lieved in a thorough background with emphasis on historical

fact, and 1il knowledge of' standards prevailing at the time of

composition.

Ilia creed ha-s been further quoted by Thompson

in the latter's Practical Musical Criticism, 1n which he

finds Newman unable to see why admiration should be expressed
for a piece of music unless the critic were also permitted

to write adverse criticism copiously.

In this creed of New

man 'a, the more a critic knows_ of'his job, the more faults he
will find, because his super-delicate senses will detect
ruore faultiness. 2
The music critic is of necessity a lover of
nmsio • • , • • he is perpetually frustrated in
everything he lllOSt desires, He has to submit, day
after day, to hearing masterpieces murdered or de
graded; how would the lover of painting feel, if in
his daily walk through a great gallery, this or that
favorite picture was 1n turn found to have been
partly painted over by some modern bungler or
other!3

It would be impossible to keep a critic's personal

likings from being evidenced in his writings,

pen in spite of his attempts to remain neutral.
1Dick1nson, _qp_. cit., p, 164.

2Thompson, _qp_,
3.!!1.£.

ill••

pp. 142-143.

This will hap

Some critics

may defend quite scientifically a belief which. is com
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pletely personal, while others will admit personal likes or
dislikes and treat them as such.

For example, Henderson de

fends embellislur�nts and decorations and even the floridity
of the coloratur•a -- giving reasons for his stand

while

Finck; on the other hand, seems llllloh incensed by the Italian
style which includes such artificial ornamentation.

However,

Finck merely ridicules this style without attacking it from
a scientific angle.

W. J. Henderson wrote in 1916, with re

gard to floridi.ty in music and the criticism of musics
We cannot fail to perceive that every critical
student has been impressed by evidences of a desire
for expressiveness in designs too often described as
pur·ely decorative. The truth, as usual, lies somewhere
between extremes • • • • • Floridity, the arabesque
of melody, goes further than its counterpart in archi
tecture, because it rests upon a musical principle which
was recognized oven in the darkness before the dawn of
lyric art. It is much wiser to admit its value and
take advantage of its artistic utility than to endeavor
to abolish it because its e�loyment hB.S at times been
both extravagant and futile.
Hunelrer, in 1918, et down some of his findings in the
field, and his first discovery was that, to become success
ful, critics could not wait for masterpieces, but must cod
dle mediocrity 1n oyhers.

Since big talents are rare, one

lliust praise conventional patterns to hold a job, which often
lee.ds to the stifling of critical values. 2 This is seen
lw. J. Henderson, "A Note on Floridity," tlusical
Quarterly, II (1916), 339-343.
2Huneker, £12.• ill•• p. 122.
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everywhere, in art and music columns of leading newspapers •
.Most of the space allotted to music criticism is concerned
with local events, perhaps of news value to neighbors and
townsfolk, but the actual 1muiic and performances could not
bear searching investigation and criticism.

Too much space

and too many words are necessarily given to mediocre hap

penings in music.

The value of this is, actually, debatable.

Huneker wrote:
A little humility in .a critic is a wise atti
tude. Humbly to follow and register his emotions
aroused by the masterpiece is his function. There
lllUSt be standards, but the two greatest are SYD\Pathy
and its half-sister, sincerity. 1
Huneker did not believe in schools, movements, or
schematologies or in any one method of seeing or writing.
He cri.od for the charitable, broad, cosmopolitan attitude,
and doubted. the value of "constructive criticism. 11

Criticism

to him was an inverted form of love, and he admitted being a
hero-worshiper.2
William Foster Apthorp, the eminent Boston critic,
had a novel ideal, which Finck seemed to approve highly,
so that he recorded it in his book Musical Progress.

Ap

thorp refused to coddle the young llllsicien simply because
the latter had worked hard.

He judged one entirely by the

result achieved and not by the efforts put forth.

This

would seem to eliminate the personal attitude, and prefaces
l�., p. 123.
2Ib1d., pp. 123-125.

the modern attitude toward any profession,
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Success should be to the strong alone; and they,
thank heaven! can win it for themselves. .And 1t is for
the strong mari to prove himself strong; it is nobody
else's business, I would have all critics who have encour·e.ged the weakling of art • •
, indicted for
compounding a public nuisEince. 1
Edward Dickinson, prolific writer'on music, musicology
and JJ1Usicians, embodied his thoughts on criticism, in 1925,
in his book The Spirit

£!

1/rusic,

To uncover the spirit of music, to declare its
meaning and aim in the emotional life of the individual
is the purpose of criticism • • • • • I plead fqr a
liberalizing of criticism by which these who assume the
act as guides to musical understanding shall avoid d og
matisms, prejudices, e.nd special advocacies, and turn
criticism into a living, creative current, running in
cooperation with all human progress in thought and
feeling. It is the higher business of the critic not
to pass jud@l1ent upon the efforts which he observes in
the lllUsical world around him, but to understand them,
learn if possible their direction, discover what makes
for health in them and aid the beneficent tendencies
to gain more and more as self-comprehension and self
determination, 2

It is the duty of critics to distinguish between the

great masterpeices and pleasing little "ditties" which catch
public fancy.

They must clarify the gulf between genius a nd

talent or between talent and ordinary ability to put notes on

paper.

It would be well if the listener as well as the critic

had the will-power and courage to say what he really thinks
of music and to disregard what others mie;ht think of his
opinions.

Sigmund Spaeth, contemporary critic, believes

1Henry T. Finck, I,ilsical Progress (Philadelphia:
'l'heodore Presser Company, 1923), p. 299.

2Edward Dickinson, The Spirit of i.:usic (New York:
Chnrles Scribner's Sons, 1925}, pp. xvil-ivIII.
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firmly in honest expression of opinion and arrays himself
against the critic who rhapsodizes:
It is easy enough to rhapsodize about musio to
·throw exaggerated similes and poetical expressions ;bout
•in all direotions, to read hidden meanings into inno
cent compositions, and to create epigrams on the impor
tance of music as compared with such necessities as
food and sleep. It is even easier to write pages of
technical and utterly unintelligible comment that even
o. tra1ned musician can scarcely follow, But it is a
very difficult matter to make music intelligible to the
average person, without indulging in technioal terms
and without descending to mere "soft-soap. "l
Oscar Thompson, another contemporary, whose book
Practical Musical CritieiSlll has been quoted numerous times,
gives perhaps the most comprehensive study yet compiled of
nrosic criticism as a fi�ld of endeavor,

His views ar e cer

tainly indicative of present-day trends and belie fs, and are
worthy of detailed report.
Aside from good, bad, and indifferent, "con
structive" and "destructive" (words about words}),
there are two really distinguishable kinds of oriticism: 'lhet which is printed and thRt which is said, 2
Criticism is opinion; and opinion when voiced is
criticism.

It is a form of literature concerned with music,

A cr•itic may write for newspapers, be a member of a staff
for a musical journal, and contribute to all publications on
subjects of his choice and interest.

Ee may write program

notes or books of essays, may compose tomes on musical ap

preciation or biography, or may write musical novels.

Never-

lsigmund Spaeth,�!£!. £f Enjoying Music (New Yorkt
Whittlesey House, 1933), p. v.
2Thompson, .2£•

ill•,

P• 3.
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theless, daily newspapers and musical journals sti ll con
stitute the real field of criticism.

Thompson considers it

the critic's job to review, readably, the season's "everlast
ing small fry. nl

He sets forth many preparatory steps for

obtainlng a position as a nrusic critic.

These include per

sistence, cleverness, letters of recommendation, published
articles and previous personal acquaintance, all of which
will be of lnvaluable aid.

He lists an imposing and fright

ening tabulation of qualifications.

They include being well

read, having ability and adaptability, a mind of exceptional
fluidity, vitality, steady nerves, taste, IIIUBioal knowledge,
technique of writing, ability to read scores, e:xperience
of hearing music, judgment, fairness, open;..mindedness, cour
tesy, liberal education, good breeding, and a broad fund of
knowledge gathered from scores, tracts and treatises,
critical writings of others, and from historical and biog
raphical studies.2 The aspirinG critic nrust avoid runaway
enthusiasms, and cynicism.
It is not necessary to be able to duplicate the
crowning achievement of a hen to be a good judge of an
eg(I;.
Criticism is literature. It is not music.
Music criticism is literatur� dealing with music. It
is not music somehow translated into words.3
There is, perhaps, one central, dominati_ng function
1Ibid., p. 5.

2�., pp. 20-27.
3�., pp, 25�26.
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of' criticism, and that is the hol�ing up of a mirror to what

has been composed and to its performance.

This critical

mirror reflects the essentials, and presents a clear picture
of what the music is, good and bad, with all its salient
characteristics; it informs, clarifies and crystallizes
musical impressions for the l_istener, and reports intelligibly
to the reader who was not present,
responsibilities,

The critic has certain

These, named in the order of their impor

tance, are, first, to the art of lllUSio; then to the critic
himself, his readers, his employers, and those about whom
he vrrites, 1

Thompson recalls the opinions of the English

critic, Calvocoressi, concerning the three main considera
tions which enter into criticism and determine what the
critic thinks and virites.

The first consideration is the

critic himself, the type of man he is and the background he
has.

Tbe second is the direct data, aupplied by the music

itself and the sound it makes when performed.

The third

is the indirect data which include the program when used as

subject matter, and the aims and intentions of the composer;

in fact, all factors which tend to shed light on the composi

tion and which do not come from the actual notation on paper
or the sound at the performance.2

Critics are disposed to thin!{ eventually of music in

l�., p. 35.

2�., pp. 45-47,
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terms of technicalities.

The critic who is a stickler for

form will f ipd himself on dangerous ground, for it is not
his duty to prescribe form but to recognize and evaluate it.
If_this evaluation according to form alone is not the only

criteria for judgment then, there nrust be other points to be
considered.

Thompson outlines certain points which should

be scrutinized in the various types of performance:
violin, singing, ensemble, and orchestra.

piano,

With the pianist,

they include tone, power and dyne.mies, pedalling, finger
dexterity, clearness within passages, speed, thematic con
tours, and the structure of a piece as a whole.

Tone, depth,

richness, fullness, purity, vitality, spiccato, pizzicato,
harmonics, viyato, bow arm and singing melody are watched in
a string plsyer.

The singer must be examined for steadiness

of tone, freedom of production, phrasing, presence or ab-

sence of legato, use of portamento, attacks, ewotion�l ef

fects, diction end mannerisms.

The ensemble, in�.trumental

or choral group, must be viewed with en eye for style, in

terdependence of the players, balance of parts, c larity, and

prominence of "inner voices."

One of the inexhaustible sub

jects for critical writeups since the time of Berlioz h as

been that of orchestration.

In the orchestral concert, one

must note the ensemble, nature of the "reading" tempi, the

precision, unity, clarity and balance of playing, and the

poetic and expressive qualities of the performance.l
l.!!1.£ ,, pp. 80-102.

It
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would seem that if one could edequately evaluate a perform
ance on the basis of the above mentioned factors, the criti
cism would be comprehensive and ideal.
Speaking of banality 1.n music, Thompson sets up the
following criteria, none 6f which is universal or final, but
vihich are practical and provocative of thought:
Is this music trite or fresh; rubber stamp or
individual? Ia it of the streets,• possibly the gutter,
or has it a patrician cast? Is it apt and appropriate
for its purposes, or is it, by reason of some alien
suggestion or cheapening association, recognizably out
of-place? l
Thompson's summary of what constitutes a well-written
criticism is stated clearly and is not pedagogic al, meeting
each issue squarely.

It conveys a true picture of the music

criticized and if it invites controversy, it does so without
malice.

The marks of good critical writing are simplici ty,

directness and moderation.

A critic must adjust his words

and word pictures to the madium for which he writes.2

In 1941, Carl Seashore, who is actually more of a
scientist than a critic, formulated his thoughts on criticism,
in his book Y!h;i Q£

!.!!. � �

They are here mentioned

because, by virtue of his many v:ritings regarding his find
ings, Seashore may be classified as a potential critic, and
he does have pertinent thoughts regarding the listening to
and the appreciation and criticism of music.
1�., p. 126,
2�•• pp. 140-141.
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We must distinguish between two attitudes
in listening to ll!llsio and in·the performnnoe of music;
the critically analytical and the purely emotional.
An intelligent musician is capable of both and loves
both. In the learning stages he pursues the former
attitude primarily until techniques are mastered and
habits are formed which operate automatically in the
musical situation. This is also the dominant atti
tude of the music critic. But in seeking the enjoy
ment of music and in the unified expression of a thing
beautiful, the musician takes the other attitude,
• • • The successful performance comes in an in
spirational attitude, the semi-ecstatic feeling of th e
beauty one seeks to convey ,1 a. state of forgetfulness
of' self and concrete facts.
Finally, Howard Taubman, of the New York�. in
his book� on

J!sr. � offers

1n modern termino logy a

1943 version of criticism as a profession.
For that matter, so is the critic L'.iierforming
a useful function! but in earning bis daily bread, he
is influential in deciding whether others shall do
likewise. The critic is a brilliant, perceptive fel
low to performer, composer and public, if they agree
with what he writes. He is a crude, ignorant nin
compoop, if they hold opposing views. Since few hu
man beings, even critics, belong to the extremes of
greatness or smallness, let us assume that most
crit ics fall somewhere between, though there have
been one or two men close to the heights or the
depths. 2
He speaks of the crosses wbioh critics hove to b0ar.
For example, some people regard critics as men and women
whose Chief utility is to furnish information.

Students re

quest frolll them material for essays and theses (}) I ladies
ask for information with which to address the local study
1seashore, .212.• cit., p. 6.

2Howard Taubman, l/;usic � !!!:[_ Beat (New York:
and Schuster, 1943), P• 243.

Simon
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club; teachers and parents want private auditions for their
children.1 Taubman concludes, after pointing out all of the
drawbacks of his profession:

"For the information of the

manager end other doubters, I should like to add that the
critics still enjoy music too. 112
There is, as yet, very little agreement on the under
lying principles of c riticism even among critics, as has
been evidenced in this chapter.
aware of this.

The critics themselves are

William Arms Fisher, publisher, felt this

same situation to be true in 1929, and said he saw criticism
as a mere comparison of clever statements of personal reac

tions to music and performance.3

This is quite true if the

critic is viewed as merely an enlightened listener.

But if

he is a truly enlightened listener, he can stimulate atten
tion and supplement the deficient knowledge of the unin
formed listener.
The perpetual question is still -- whose enlightenment, of all who are concerned with nmsic, would result in
the establishment of a standard of music criticism.

There

are not merely one but many types of musical imagination and
appreciation, no single one able to understand and apprehend
what the others say.

If msic could be interpreted pre

cisely as the composer intended, and if it could be criticised
l�., P• 245.
2�., p. 247,

3william Arms Fisher, "What Is i.:usic'?" Musical Quar
terly, XV (1929), 362.
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on that basis, there might be a foundation for criticism.
Critics and musicians h9ve not yet reached this level in
their endeavors, but when they do, all will be able to have
a central idea and standard even though they attack their
problems 1-n many different ways.

CHAPTE:R V
SU.Mli",ARY OF' QUESTIOMNAIRE
Of the -150 questionnaires sent to editors of the lead
ing newspapers in the largest cities in the United States,
inquiring about music criticism, the return was an average
one on questionnaires -- about twenty per cent.

The twenty

per cent return, however, included ell sections of the coun
try, from the West, Northwest, Nddwest, South, Southeast,
Eas t, snd Northeast.

Therefore, the results may be felt to

be valid, and even somewhat comprehensive,
Of the twenty-nine ,responses, eleven newspapers main
tain a full-time critic, and seventeen hire pert-time critics,
while two papers now have only a part-time writer because of
the war.

Previous to the war emergency, the staff of each
Out of eighteen newspapers giv

included a full-time critic.

ing definite dates, the average length of t:1.me O newspaper

has maintained the post of critic was approximately twenty

two years, while five newspapers said they could not remember

how long the position had been a part of their regular staff,
and had no data for referenc�.

Three edit.ors reported that

they had hired music critics since the parer had been pub

lished, but did not give the span of years involved.
113

It is
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Hpparent, then, that music critic ism as a profession through
out the United Stutes has come about during the past twenty
five years.
Of seventy-four listed critics, past and present,
twenty-five of the forty-four past critics were men.

Of

the tl:irty present critics, sevent0en are men, so the
profession a:·,parently is slightly dominated by men.

The to

te.I of thirty-three listed women critics would indicate, how
ever, that the career is open to women and evidently quite
capably handled by them.

The New York papers listed only

one woman critic, however, Harr·iet Johnson on the New York
�. who is a well-1'..novm and much qu,oted critic.
Sixteen of the twenty-nine editors combjne music
criticism with other positions, a majority of this sixteen
combining their music criticism with art, drama, and liter
a1•y criticism.

Several cri tics have filled in as p:eneral re

pOI'ters, feature writers, women Is news editors, and amusement
editors.

'!'he Plint Journal, for instance, reported that

Bertha Knisely also serves as a general reporter, society re
porter, editorial vrri ter and edit.or Is secretary.

Of the fifty

per cent of the critics reported who handle other ne\'1Spaper
worlc, most of them n:.ust have a wide general criti-001 ability,
:md varied interests.
lost editors reported that the position was created
because of a public demand for a critic, but even after adding
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the critical column to their paper, a majority of the edi
tors felt that the public had to be educated to appreciate
the newly initiated colwnns.
A large percentage of the newspapers did not divulge
salary rates, now or in the past.

However, those that did

report have at least followed the trends of salary increase
during the war years.

Before the \'!ar, an average salary

apparently was (/,250.00 a month, while now the average is be
tv.1een $300.0CO and t;:350.00 a month.

This seems to compare

favorably with other reportorial jobs.
'J\venty-two of the papers listed professional require
ments for their critics.

These papers unanimously considered

a college education necessary.
sical training

All but three considered uru

of primary importance, with writing ability

a secondary qualification.

.ll;ight newspapers either lmve,

or· will only hir·e in the future, professional nrusic:l.nns for
the position.

Other requirements which make quite a for

midable list, are critical experience, ability to make a
rausic review non-technical and appealing to the general
reader, general culture including history, literature, ex
perd.ence in teaching and composition, abi.lity to evaluate
fairly, listening exp •·rfence, editorial judgment developed
through service in other editorial cape.cities, previous repu
tat ion, ability to play some :Instrument, education in :E.'ng
lish, broad experience in all types of music, impartial ity
of judgment for visiting artists, ond mercy in evaluation of
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amateur groups.
A majority of editors felt that public opinion does
not determine the tenor of a criticism, but that a critical
evaluation, published, will definitely affect public opinion,
They were about equally divided regarding the circulat:l.on
value of critical wr•iteups to tbe1r paper.

Amon;,; those who

did comment on the c:!.rcul at ion value, the Democr·at-Chronicle
of Rochester, New York, where the East!llEln School of Jilusic is
located, felt their musical criticisms to be enhanced in
value because of the Lastmnn School, American composer con
certs, and the genere.lly high cal:l.brt'i of local interest in
music.

Several newspo.pers considered the critical columns

us an asset because they helped to .runke their newspapers well
rounded.

'l'he Indianapolis � thought the writeups impor

tant but not essential, end the New York Foat believed that
the c:troulation value of critiques depended entirely upon the
critic.

In Dallas, Douglas Hawley of tho Daily Times-Herald

felt that the writeups aid circulation, but only to il special
group of the 111Usically appreciative.

John Rosenfield of the

Dallas Morning � said:
The problem of lliUBic reviewing was never ap
proached from the standpoint of meeting a publ!c demand
The News since its beginning
or improving circulation.
has recognized the fine arts as'""vftal civic activity
and has reported or revic,:ed them 1n line of ,1ournal
istic duty.
'l'he News ls satisfied that its 1mrnical
coverage interestsawide reader audience.
Alfred Frankenstein of th0 3an Francisco Chronicle rr.ore or
less s1.lllllnarized the general opinion when he wrote that critical

11?
writeups h ,,, ve a large prestige value and small circulation
Th1.a is probably qu.ite universally true,

value.

Of' the twenty-three papers which answered the ques
t:1.on "Do you believe a music cr:ltic will 'burn out

I

after so

mimy years of attending concerts and his writing become dull?"
eighteen replied, "No."

A great majority of the editors said

tM.s was an individual me.tter pertaining solely to the critic.
Harry T. Saylor of the PhHadelphie. � wrote that he had
never heard of a critic "burning out," but that he presumed
one could,

"I suppose there are possibilities which affect

everyone whether he covers music, police courts, or politics."
Douglas Ht1wley of the Dallas Daily �-� thoug..�t a
critic would "burn out" unless he had the happy faculty of
love of the work and an eternally youthful and enthusinstic
outlool<.

The Rochester Democrat-Chron:tcle believes devo-

tion to a profession will offset any tendency to become dull,
while Oscar Smith of the Akron �-Journal thinks that
while a critic

may "burn out II and his wr1 tings become dull,

still his criticisms could nevertheless be sound.

i/iI's. Doris

Reno of the Miand � wrote rather fo.cot:lously tbll.t the
"big professionals get more professional and begin to write
"books," but even so she did not thinl, even the minor critics
should "burn out. "
The average daily space allotted to music criticism
is approximately one col=, and on Sundays e mnjorit,, of
newspapers allow one page for crlticism of all kinds.

Of

nr.
this space most is allotted to local events and talent, wbile
visiting artists are reported only during a short winter con
cert season, making a much smaller average of space allotted
for these latter events.
Only one paper, tl1e Spokane Daily Chronicle, re
ported no music critic,

Even so, the edltor forwarded some

of his views about the profess:lon, saying that he considered
public opinion affected music criticism, and that he saw edu
cational value for the public in criticism.

Ee felt that

cr·itic!il columns a.ided the circulation of a paper, and con
sidered a critical column valuable if it included a bulldup story as well ·as critlclsru of each concert.

He stated

that he would require a_critic to have a thorough music edu
cation which included history of music and to possess a de
termination to offer- constructive comment rather than merely
to launch barbs.

so, even ln the al0 sence of a regular critlc,

conslderable thought is given to the position and its value
by this editor.
One other paper reported the absence of a critic at
present.

The Indianapolis � listed its critic, lUchard

Lewis, e.s on military leave; havever, the position although
temporarily vacant will be filled aga5.n.

The editor of thls

paper wrote that the job of music critic is perhaps the ,nest
difficult on the staff to fill satisfactorily.

The critic

must be competent as a lllUSic :n n and also able to write, a
combination wh�ch is rare.
Several editors and critics themselves who answered
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the questionnaire added comments which ore intereating as
further· opinion on the field of criticism.

Two papers, the

im.emi � and the Flint Journal, wrote that they like to
ca11 the writings about music "music reporting.

11

By this,

more attention is paid to audience reaction, with followups merely news reports, 0.nd consequently more knowledge of
journalism and less of 11mslc · is required to fill the position.
In Chattanooga, the editor of the News � � wrote that
he snw a career in music critjcism only in larger newspapers,

but 1n citles o:f Chattanooga 1s size 1.t must be combined with
other work, and though talent is an asset, versatility is
necessary.

FelL't Eorowski cf the Chicago � warned all

who desi.l'ed to take up mus:l.c criticism in

i;_

lar8e city to

start on a provincial newspaper for experience.

The editor

of the f·hiladelphiu � wrote:
I·hiladelph:!.a has long been noted as e music
center. The Philadelphia Orchestra and the opera
season are important phases of our civic life and no
newspaper could ignore these activities any more than
they would the activities of City Council or our major
league baseball clubs.
Oscar Sru:l..th of the Akron P..eo.con-Journal ste.ted that he con
sidered music critic:1.sm to be of little value today.

Ho be

lieved those who attend a concert have already made up their
minds about it

h efore the criticism appears, a,-d those

who have not attended are not interested anyway.

He, then,

agreed w1.th John Erskine when he wrote that he believed
articles written before the concert c0ncerning the artists
and their music are o:f much more value than criticisms written
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afterward.

Smi,th concluded that music critics can be of

service in keeping the artists themselves from becoming
careless -· particularly 1n the hinterl�nd, far from New
York.

In Texas, Fort Worth and Dallas, represented respect

ively by E. Clyde Whitlock end John Rosenfield, offer two
southwestern views on music criticism.
nmsic (perhaps

Whitlock wrote that

not what lllllSicians consider music) is becom

ing more popular because of radio development, and is develop
ing a large following.

He held that the trouble with most

nru.sic critics is the.t they become so lost in discussing the
technical merits or defects of the music that they overlook
letting the reader know whether the performance was enjoyable
or not.

John Rosenfield wrote:

The News policy is to cover all performances
by visiting artists and also all public concerts of
local nmsici.ons, if, in the opinion of the editor,
the local concert represents o fair standard. 'l'here
are several ser1es of local concerts, all reported
or reviewed carefully with the artists treated as
virtuosi regardless of place of residence.
One editor, alone, seemed bitter about the whole profession
of music criticism and disliked music critics in particular.
His answer to the questio�aire wa,s full of biting sarcasm
and his views are shared by a great many, probably, could

they but find it possible to state their opinion.

The edi

tor of the Washington Daily � wrote that music critics
are usually "damned dull" to start with, and that
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The whole job is generally overemphasized.
Most critics are too banal and stupid to be worth
the space (ours included), and have neither the re
spect of professional musicians or the interest of
the public, I speak as one trained as a musician.
A pock on critics. They are neither musicians,
writers or newspapermen, and _most can't criticize.
Overlooking this la.st thrust at the profession of
criticism, it has been evident by the returns of the ques
tionnaires that there is a great interest in niusic criticism,
and has been for a great many years, through.out the United
States,

Music with its evaluation, reportinp; and interest

is of news value, and worthy of study, while the career of
a music critic is a serious one, with the field seemingly en
larging and more prospects of growth following the war.
'l'here was evidenced throughout the returns on the question
naire, a cand:!.d freshness of .1ournalistic style which is al
ways easily understood, e.nd sometimes anrusing.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

Speculation about the value of an artviork has ex
isted sjnce before the beginning of the Christ:l.an era.

At

least, men began writing about their findings and question
ing the various likes and dislikes of individuals et a very
early time.

'l'he first records of criticism were not evalua

tion according to the modern definition of the word,but re
cordings of different personal opinions.
li.usic is often CAlled the youngest of the arts, and
musical criticism seems to be the least developed and per
fected of the critical arts.

This m:lght be co.used by the

comparative youth of the organized musical art, the fact
that musical ideals are more or less abstract, that it is a
transitory art, that performances, unless recorded, are never
exactly alike, and that description of Ufilsic is an exceed
ingly evasive problem.
'l'he father of modern musical criticism was the emi
nent composer Schumann, who wrote in order that others might
see and appreciate the beauty he found in n,usic.

His prophe

cies were generally infallible and his views based on a firm
musical background, while his writing was keen and clear.
122
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lfany aesthetes e.nd newspapermen besides musicians prof:l.ted
by the heritage he set and they thus established a European
school of criticism,

The m.ost famous European schools of

thought were the two which championed respectively Brahms
and ifagne1• and set up the antagonism between the two men
a.nd the:!.r compositions.

This antagonism perhaps never would

have existed had not the critics disagreed,
The American school of cr·itici.sm was at first modelled
after the �uropean style, and much of its foundation has been
English,

'.l'he v cry first criticism here, as in burope, con

sisted of mere reports of musical events, where they were to
be held, who the performers were, and price of admission.
John Sullivan .l.lwight in 1850 wrote essays and accounts of
lllUsic and nmsical performances which were evaluative and com
parative.

He, then, established 11 precedent for the Golden

Age of Criticism in America, which has lasted from the 1880's
until now.

This are of cr-itfoism has covered tre years

through which such famous men as Henry Edward Krehbiel,
Henry 'l', Finck, James Huneker, �rnest Nev,me.n, William Hender
son, Richard Aldrich, John Philip Hale, Williarn Apthorp,
George P. Upton, Lawrence G:'l.lman, Olin Downes, Deems Taylor,
Virgil Thompson and others have contributed to the general
understanding and appreciation of IllUsic,

'I'hese men have sev

eral qualifications in common; their education has heen ex
tensive, their 11Usical knowledge and training quite complete,
their love of n,usic all-absorb1ng.

They hs.d ability to write
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interestingly am accurately and their interests have been
cosmopolitan, as v1ell as cultural.

'l'hey have all been pri

marily newspaper critics, writing for many journals, lectur
ing, compiling program notes, heading urusical organizations,
composing, and directing 1J1Usical events.

In later years

they have entered the field of radio commenting,
The field of n:n1sic criticism must necessarily be
founded on aesthetics.

Assuming that there is beauty :l.n mu

sic, the logical procedure would be to ascertain what consti
tutes beauty.

As the different aesthetes consider the prob

lem of what is beautiful in music, they arrive at conclusions,
which embrace consideration of melody, form, their.at ic con
tent, basic rhythm, harmony, rise and fall (dynamics), mood
change, word or sound pictures, and even vibration of a mu
sical tone, as constituting the elements of musice.l beauty.
The co11.1bination of these elements in a composition, performed,
introduce the element of disagreement on the actual beauty
of the nrusic.

'lbe possibility of abstract appreciation,

appreciation by connection with some other pleasant sensation
set up by the nrusic, pleasure over form and technical perfec
tion, apparently are other ways of saying that the beautiful
in nrusic is specifically IIDlSical, and the effect of the music
on our emotions is what is pleasurable.

Cognizance of the

many aesthetic principles would be highly desirable for com
prehensive criticism.
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NJUsic criticism as a profession has not been studied
intensely except by the cr·itics themselves.

'l'hey have con

cluded, quite unanimously, that it is an art, and may be
considered as one branch of the great musical field, a
specialization taking a talent that is musical and critical
us opposed to the mu sical-interpretive powers of' a performer,
or the invtintive-nmsical tr·oits of a composer.

The critics,

themselves, realize their chances of wrong ,1udgmcnt, incor
rect prophecy, and personal bias.

'l'hey believe t11eir• quali

fications must :i.nclude open-mindedness, fairness, objective
approach, comparatlve ability, wide lmowledge of much music,
listening experience, ab5-lity to express thoughts, o.nd a
love of music which seeks to educnte others so more people
might also appreciate the beauty of music.

These qualifica

tions are rather generEtl in their scope, and the specific
requisites in the field apparently are difficult to deter
mine.
The profession of nruaic criticism is, like the
other music

fields, one lllOr·e of love than of tremendous re

uruneration.

Although there have been end are critics who

r·eceive hig,h salaries for their work, the general salary
scale is low.

f:,efore the present war, the practice of hiring

critics onlz on lare;e metropolitan newspapers bad more or
less given way to the new and larc;er field of musical reviews
on provinc iel newsp!<.pers.

The VIar stifled this trend, but

U:6

it is to be hoped that music cr·iti.cism will be renewed with
added zeal dUring peacetime.

Jiu.sic criticism can and does

have a tremendous responsibility.

Music needs underst,mdine;

for appred.ation, and those who are able to appreciate music
consider it the most powerful of influences and e�ponents of
true beauty.

It is to be hoped, then, that a larger per

centage of people may come to know and enjoy the power of
umsic.

Who, more than a DJUsic critic, would be capable of

giving proper guidance toward the eccomplishment of this
goal?
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